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Abstract
We investigate the existence of large sets of t-designs. We introduce t-wise equiva­
lence and (n, t)-partitionable sets. We propose a general approach to construct large 
sets of t-designs. Then, we consider large sets of a prescribed size n. We partition 
the set of all fc-subsets of a v-set into several parts, each can be written as product 
of two trivial designs. Utilizing these partitions we develop some recursive methods 
to construct large sets of t-designs. Then, we direct our attention to the large sets 
of prime size. We prove two extension theorems for these large sets. These theo­
rems are the only known recursive constructions for large sets which do not put any 
additional restriction on the parameters, and work for all t and k. One of them, 
has even a further advantage; it increase the strength of the large set by one, and it 
can be used recursively which makes it one of a kind. Then applying this theorem 
recursively, we construct large sets of t-designs for all t and some blocksizes k.
Hartman conjectured that the necessary conditions for the existence of a large 
set of size two are also sufficient. We suggest a recursive approach to the Hartman 
conjecture, which reduces this conjecture to the case that the blocksize is a power 
of two, and the order is very small. Utilizing this approach, we prove the Hartman 
conjecture for t =  2. For t =  3, we prove that this conjecture is true for infinitely 
many k, and for the rest of them there are at most k/ 2 exceptions.
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In Chapter 4 we consider the case k = t +-1. We modify the recursive methods 
developed by Teirlinck, and then we construct some new infinite families of large 
sets of t-designs (for all £), some of them are the smallest known large sets. We also 
prove that if k =  t -f 1, then the Hartman conjecture is asymptotically correct.
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CHAPTER 0. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 1
Chapter 0 Introduction and Summary
In the first chapter, we define the main concepts like t-design, large set, etc. Then, 
we introduce some of our notations which are widely used throughout this thesis. 
The rest of definitions and notations will be introduced in subsequent chapters 
in the place they are actually needed. We introduce the t-set inclusion matrix 
and we explain how the existence problem in design theory can be reformulated 
as nonnegative integer solutions of a system of nonhomogeneous linear equations. 
Then we direct our attention to the null space of the t-set inclusion matrix. We 
give a short description of this null space in term of polynomials. We will show 
that the f-set inclusion matrix is of full rank, and we will find a triangular basis 
for its null space. Therefore, we obtain three equivalent ways to define t-designs, 
as collections of ^-subsets, vectors with nonnegative integer entries, and regular 
polynomials. Throughout, this thesis we use the same notation for these three 
equivalent versions, and we switch from one notation to another whenever it makes 
it simpler to explain the ideas involved in the constructions. Finally, we give a short 
review of the known results on the existence of large sets.
In Chapter 2, we introduce the notion of t-wise equivalence which is basically a 
generalization of large sets, as large sets are partitions of Pk(X) into f-wise equivalent 
subsets. We also define (n, t)-partitionable sets. We give a product construction for
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(n, £)-partitionable sets which can increase the strength of these sets by one. We also
explain a general approach to construct large sets of t-designs. To show the strength
of this approach we give a short proof for a well known theorem, on combining
large sets only using two simple remarks we give right after the definition of t-wise
equivalent sets. In the next section, we consider large sets of a prescribed size n.
We obtain a partition of vEk (the set of all fc-subsets of a u-set) in which each part
can be written as product of two trivial designs. These partitions will play a very
important role in our discussion, and in particular they provide some interesting
nontrivial identities involving binomial coefficients. Utilizing these partitions we
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Let a, 6, c, d, t, 5 , k, v\ and V2 be nonnegative integers such that
t < s < k < min{t;i, U2} and s =  k — 1 —a — b = t-r  c + d. Suppose all of the
following hold:
(i) a LS(l/n; t, i, t/i) exists for all i € {fc — a ,. . . ,  k},
(ii) a LS(l/n; t, i, uj) exists for all i € {k — b, . . . ,  k},
(Hi) a LS(l/n; t ,k  — a — l ,V i  — l) exists for 1 < / < c, and 
(iv) a LS(l/n; t, k — 6 — /, vj — /) exists for I <1 <d,
Then a LS(l/n; t,k, Vi -h vj — 5 ) also exists.
If6 = c = d = 0, then this theorem can be applied recursively to obtain an 
infinite family of large sets. In particular, if k =  t + 1, then we will have the 
following theorem.
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Theorem 2 If a LS(A; t .t  -r l ,u  1 1) exists, then a LS(mX; t , t — I, mu -i- t) also
exists for all m >  I.
In [17], Hartman, conjectured that the necessary conditions for the existence of 
a LS(1/2; t, k, v) are also sufficient. Theorem 2 together with LS(4; 6,7.14) con­
structed in [28] will establish the Hartman conjecture for k < 8. Finally, to empha­
size even more on the importance of t-wise equivalent sets, we direct our attention 
to the large sets of prime size. It must be noticed that this is not a restriction. As 
for a given large set of size n and a prime divisor p of n, one can obtain a large set 
of size p by simply grouping the designs in the given large set into p groups of size 
n/p. Once again, we find a partition of vEk into several parts each can be written 
as a product of copies of trivial designs or some deformation of it. Then, utilizing 
the product construction for (n, t)-partitionable sets, we will prove the following 
theorems:
Theorem 3 If a LS(l/p; t, n, u) exists, then a LS(l/p;t,pn,pu) also exists.
Theorem 4 I f  a LS{l/pr, t, n, u —1) exists and np < k < (n+ l)p, then a LS(l/p; t — 
1, k. pu) also exists.
To the author’s knowledge Theorems 2, 3 and 4, are the only known recursive 
constructions for large sets which do not put any additional restriction on the pa­
rameters. Theorems 2 and 3 are also have the advantage that they work for all t 
and k. The only other known construction of this type is due to Alltop [3], which
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requires v = 2k+■ 1 and t  odd. Theorem 4 has even a further advantage; it increases
t by one, and it can be used recursively which makes it one of a kind. Starting with
nothing but a prime number, and applying this theorem recursively one can prove
the following theorem.
Theorem 5 Let p be any odd prime, and I, t,m, oq,. . . ,  at_i be positive integers 
such that t,l ,m >  1 and I <  a* < p. Then a LS(l/p; t, E,‘=o (l ~  OP*"1 +■
Ei=i P‘) exists.
Theorem 5 is actually true even for p =  2. But in this case we probably prefer to 
start with a £-5(4; 6,7,14), so we can obtain designs of even smaller order, namely 
a £5(1/2; t, 2t_3 — 1,24-2 — 2) for all £ > 6. For t > 9, these designs are the smallest 
known t-designs. Prior to these result, the smallest known t-design (for t > 8) were 
of order [(t -r I)!]*'1'1.
Moreover, if we also use Theorem 4, then we can prove even an stronger result. 
Let p be a prime number, and let A; be a nonnegative integer such that at least t -r 1 
of the coefficients in the p-adic expansion of k are nonzero. Then a LS(l/pr, t, k, v) 
exists in which v < 2pk. Therefore, for given f, for almost any blocksize k a large 
set of t-designs with block size k  exists.
In Chapter 3, we restrict ourselves to the large sets of size two. First, we show 
that the necessary conditions can be written in the form v > k -t-1 and v =  i 
(mod 2-ft*)) for some % 6 At,k in which 2^fc)_l < k < 2^fc) and At,k is defined
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recursively by
A(t,t~r- 1) = {t},
A(t, k) = {£,..., k  — 1} U (u|A: -f t < u < 2n & u s  i for some * 6 A{t, u — A:)}.
Then we apply the recursive constructions which were developed in Chapter 2 
(mainly Theorem 2) to show that to prove the Hartman conjecture for given t and 
k, we only need to establish the existence of finitely many designs. More precisely, 
we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6 Let t, m, and I be three positive integers such that m < I and t < 2m—1. 
If a 15(1/2; t , i, 2/(i) -t-1) exists for t < i < 2m, and a £5(1/2; t, 2* + j, 2*+l 1) exists 
for m < i < I and 0 <  j  < [t/2], then the necessary conditions for the existence o f 
a £5(1/2; t, k, v) are also sufficient.
In particular, to prove this conjecture for t = 2, we only need to establish the 
existence of £5(1/2; 2, k, 2k+2) for k a power of 2. We will give a direct construction 
for these designs. The idea is first to construct a £5(1/2; 1, k, v) which is very close 
to be a large set of 2-designs. This can be established by applying methods similar 
to the ones which were used to construct large sets of prime size together with a 
few simple counting arguments. Then we apply a systematic trade-off on this large 
set of 1-designs to obtain a large set of 2-designs. Some of these ideas originally 
appeared in [16].
Next, we consider the case t = 3. Theorem 6 together with the table of well
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known designs will establish the Hartman conjecture for k < 16. For k > 16, we
are not aware of any construction which can establish the existence of the auxiliary
designs in Theorem 6. Therefore, we choose a slightly different approach to prove
that if v > 2^k) -r 3.2/(fc)"4, then the necessary conditions are also sufficient. We
prove this by induction on f{k). Applying Theorem 1 with some suitable arguments
reduce the problem to the existence of some designs of small order. The existence
of most of theses designs follows by Theorems 3 and 4. A few of them have v < 2k,
so the existence of their complement has already been established by induction
hypothesis. To establish the existence of the rest of them, again we apply Theorem
1 together with the induction hypothesis and the fact that the Hartman conjecture
is correct for t =  2. Now, it must be noticed that if k > -r 3.2^fe)~4 and
2/(fc) — 3 < v < 2/(fc) -T- 3.2/w ~4, then v — k < 2/(fc)-l4. Therefore, by induction
hypothesis a £5(1/2; 3, k,v) exists, and taking complements of these large sets we
can settle all undecided cases for these values of k. The main result of this chapter
is as follows:
Theorem 7 The necessary conditions for the existence o f a £5(1/2; t, k, v) are also 
sufficient whenever one of the following holds (i) t =  2, (ii) t =  3 and k < 16, (Hi) 
t =  3 and 2n -r 3.2n~3 < k < 2n+l for some n > 4, (iv) t =  3 and v > 3k.
Finally in Chapter 4 we direct our attention to the case k = t -f- I. In [41], 
Teirlinck introduced r-trivial A-factorizations and developed some recursive methods 
to construct r-trivial A-factorizations. In particular, he proved that for given t there
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exists A(t) such that the necessary conditions for the existence of a LS(A; t, t +■ 1, v)
are also sufficient whenever A(t)|A, and A(t) can be defined recursively by A(0) =  1,
and A(f r l ) =  A( t ) I ( t -r  I) in which
l(t) = l.c.m.{l,. . . ,  t  -M} . l.c.m.{ ̂  |i =  1 ,..., t}. (1)
We follow Teirlinck’s approach to find some new large sets of t-designs (for all t), 
some of which have order smaller than those which were found in [41]. We first 
give a simple description of Teirlinck’s construction which will enables us to put our 
main ideas in a much simpler way. As this discussion shows, the main reason that 
A(t) (in Teirlinck’s construction) is so large is that he always start with a t-trivial A- 
factorization which is only (t — l)-regular. Therefore, we try to construct 1-regular 
t-trivial A-factorizations. It appears that if we start with a t-regular large set of 
(t — l)-designs, then we can construct such a factorization. More precisely, we prove 
the following Theorem.
Theorem 8 Let a, b and t be three nonnegative integers such that t < a <b. If
a t-trivial LS(X; t  — 1, t, u + 1 — 1) and a FS(Xw, t, w, u +  t) exist, then a 1-regular 
a-trivial FS(Xwab, t, wa, ub + t) exists.
In order to be able to apply our construction recursively, we restrict ourselves to 
(f t* l)-trivial large sets of t-designs. Our description of Teirlinck’s method shows 
that most of his results can be easily carried to this case. In particular, the following
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theorem can be proved:
Theorem 9 Let a =  w/5 in which 5 =  2 i f  w is even and <5=1 otherwise. I f a 
1-regular (t + L)-fcrivia/ FS(A, t,a ,u -r t) exists, then a (t -r I)-trivial LS(6X; t, t — 
1, duw — t) also exists.
Applying these two theorems recursively, we show that in Teirlinck’s theorem 
the equation 1 can be replaced with
l(t + 1) =  2(t + l)(t + 2)l.c.m.{ ̂  ^  |t < t +  1}.
Then we look at the large sets of a fixed size n. Again applying Theorems 8 and 9 
recursively we will obtain the following theorem.:
Theorem 10 Let n be a positive integers, then for t > 0, a £5((2n)t{(t-h l)!}2; t , t~  
1, 2tnt'hI{(t +  I)!}2 -r t) exists.
For t > 8, some of designs which are constructed in Theorem 10 are the smallest 
known designs (of block size t +• 1). In fact, any other known nontrivial t-design 
with blocksize (t -r 1) comes from Theorem 9 which is a modification of Teirlinck’s 
main Theorem.
Finally, at the end we come back to the problem of halving complete designs. 
Utilizing the constructions which were developed in Chapter 2 and Theorems 8 and 
9, we will prove that for k =  t+ 1, the Hartman conjecture is asymptotically correct.
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More precisely, we prove the following:
Theorem 11 Let t > 4. I f v = t (mod and v is sufficiently large, then
L S (l/2 ;t,t~  i,v) exists.




Let X be a finite set, and Y  C {0 ,..., |X|}. The set of all subsets of X  whose 
cardinality lies in Y  will be denoted by Py{X). For the sake of convenience we 
denote P ^ X )  and P^_jy(X ) by P*(X) and P tJ(X), respectively.
Let X i and X 2 be two disjoint finite sets and let ki and k2 be two nonnegative 
integers. Then for Bi C Pkl(Xi) and C Pk2{X2), we define
B\ * B2 — {Ai U A2 IA1 € B\ & A.2 € Bi}~
Clearly Bi * B2 Q Pkl+k2(Xi U X2).
Let v, k, t, and A be four positive integers such that v > k  > t>  0. A t-design of 
order v, blocksize k, and index A, or briefly a S(X; t, k, v) design, is a pair D =  (X, B) 
in which X  is a finite set with cardinality v and B is a collection of elements of Pk(X) 
such that every element of Pt(X) appears exactly A times in B. D is called uniform 
of degree I or 2-uniform if all of its blocks have the same multiplicity /, and it is called 
simple (1-uniform) if it has no repeated blocks. Let X  be a v-set. Then it is easy 
to check that (X, Pk(X)) is a simple S,( ( ^ ) ; t ,  k,v) design. This design is usually 
called the trivial or complete design and will be denoted by TS(t, k,v). Before we
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proceed any farther, we would like to introduce the following notation which will be
widely used in the rest of this thesis.
N otation 1.1.1 Let B C Pjt(X), for each T  € Pt(X) the number of occurrences 
of T  in the blocks o f B will be denoted by n(T,B). By convention, n(T; B) =  0 
whenever t > k.
A simple counting argument shows that a 5(A; t, k, v) design is also a 5(A<; i, k, v) 
design for 0 < i <  t  in which Therefore, a necessary condition for
the existence of a S(A; t, k, v) design is that
is an integer for 0 < i < t.
Let D =  (X, B) be a S(A; t, k, v) design, and let x  € X. We define two collections 
Bx and B* of subsets of X \  {x} as follows:
Bx = { B \{ x } \ x e B e B } ,  
Bx =  {B  6 B\x £ B}.
Let S £ Pt~i(X \  {x}). Then
n(S; Bx) = n(S  U {x}; B) = A,
n(S; B*) =  n(5; B) -  n{S U {x}; B) = At_! -  A.
Therefore, Dx = (X \  {x}, Bx) and D* = (X \  {x}. B*) are S(A; t — 1, k — 1, v — 1)
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and5(At_ t— X;t—1, k,v — I) designs, respectively. Dx and Dz are called the derived
and residual designs of D with respect to x. Also we can define a collection B' of
elements of Pu_fc(X) as follows:
B' = { X \ B \ B e B } .
Then for T  € Pt(X) we have
n(T;S') =  A' = g ( - l ) , Q A i.
Therefore, U  =  (X, B’) is S(\'; t, v—k, v) design. D' is usually called the complement
of D.
A large set of disjoint S(A; t, k, v) designs, denoted by LS(A; t, k, v), is a partition 
of the Ar-subsets of a u-set into S(A; t, k, v) designs. Obviously, if a LS{A; t, k, v) 
exists, then A = /n  for some n. For the sake of simplicity, we usually write 
L S(l/n ; t, k, v) instead of L 5 (^ “^ /n ; t, k, v). Now, the necessary conditions for the 
existence of a LS(l/n; t, k, v) can be written as n| for i =  0 ,... ,  t.
Notation 1.1.2 Let n be an integer greater than or equaI to 2. The cyclic group 
of order n is denoted by fn = { I , Whenever, we deal with a collection 
{A i,. . . ,  An}, we implicitly assume that subscripts are in fn, so all subscript arithe- 
matics are performed in In.
VVe end this section, by a simple lemma which will be implicitly used in several
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places.
Lemma 1.1.1 If a LS(l/n; t, k, v) exists, then for 0 <  i < t\ and j  6 {k —i , . . . ,k  
a LS(l/n; t — i, j , v — i) exist.
Proof. Let {(A,5f)|l < I < n} be a LS(l/n ;t,k ,v), and let Yi and Y2 be two 
subsets of X  such that Y\ fl Y2 =  0, |Ki| = k — j  and IV2I = i Jr j  — k. For 1 < / < n, 
let
= Yi [Y2 f \ B ~ < H i c Y i C B e  Bi}.
Then {(A \  (Yi U Y2), 5{)|1 < / <  n> is a LS{l/n; t -  i, j, v -  i). □
1.2 The Incidence Matrix
Let A be a v-set, and B be a collection of elements of P*(A). For B  6 P*(A), 
let f(B)  denote the multiplicity of B  in B. Then /  is a function from P*(A) into 
nonnegative integers. Clearly, /  uniquely determines B. We usually use the same 
notation for /  and B.
For i < |A|, we choose an arbitrary ordering for P<(A). So we may write
pt ( A ) ~ { T i , . . . fr (.)}1
Pfc(A) =  {P1, . . . , P (v)}.
Given a collection g of elements of P*(A) we may identify g with the vector {g(Bi),. . . ,  g{B^ )}.
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We define a (”) x matrix <Ptjc{v) =  (aij) as follows:
1, if Z C  Bf,
°ij — ^
0, otherwise.
Then g is a S(A; t, k, v) design if and only if
<f>t,k(v).g =  Al, (l.i)
in which 1 is the all one vector. It is well known that if gp is a particular solution of 
1.1, then any solution of 1.1 can be written as g = gp -f- go, in which go is a solution 
of the following homogeneous system of linear equations:
4>t,k{v).g =  0. (1.2)
Also it is easy to see that 1 is a solution of 1.1. Therefore, solutions of 1.2, which
are called (£, k, t/)-trades, are of particular interest. In the next section, we discuss
some of their properties.
1.3 The Structure o f (£, k , u)-Trades
Let X  = {x„|n > 1} be a set of distinct indeterminates. Then a subset B of X  
can be identified with the monomial HXi6BX( (and the empty set will be identified 
with constant polynomial 1), and then every collection of the subsets of X  will be
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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a polynomial /  6 Z[X] with nonnegative coefficients. Let /  6  Z[X]. We say /  is
regular ot degree (or blocksize) k i i f  = riiXi in which n*’s are nonzero integers,
and Xt 's are distinct fc-subsets of Pk(X). Therefore, 0-regular polynomials are just
integers. /  is called simple if [n*[ =  1 for i < m. Let /  be a regular polynomial of
degree k. We define found(f) to be the set of all Xj’s such that degXi (/)  = 1, and
the order of /  to be the cardinality of found(f). We also define
=  £ £ i  max(nt, 0)X<, 
f ~  = minCn,-, 0 )^ , 
supp(/) =  / + + / ' .
Then f  = f *  — f~.  For t < k ,  we have
< M /) =  £ > ^ (A T t).
i=l
Since the parameter k is uniquely determined by / ,  we usually skip the subscript k 
in <pt,k and we simply write &.
A regular polynomial /  of order v and blocksize k is called a signed design with 
parameters t,k,v, A (denoted by S S (\;t, k,v)) if 0t(/) = APt(found(/)), and it is 
a f-design if / "  =  0. A (t, k,v)~trade is a SS(Q]t,k,v) design. Clearly, a (t,k,v) 
trade is also a (t, k, n)-trade for u > v. Therefore, we usually skip the parameter 
v are refer to a (t , k, v)-trade as a (t, k)-trade. j<fo(Svpp(T)) is called volume of T 
and is denoted by Vol(T). Let T  be a (t, k, n)-trade and x 6 Found(T). As in the
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case of ordinary t-designs, we may define Tz and T*. If t > 0, then Tx and T* are 
(t — 1, k — 1, v — 1) and (t — 1, k, v — l)-trades, respectively.
Lemma 1.3.1 Let T  be a nonzero (t, k)-trade, then |foun<f(T)| > k -f- 1- f 1, and
Vol(T) > 2*.
Proof. Since T  is nonzero, it contains at least two distinct blocks. Therefore, the 
assertion is true for t =  0, and if t  > 0, then there exists x  £ found(T) such that 
both Tx and T* are nonzero. Thus, Vol(T) =  vol(T*) + vol(T*), and |found(T)| > 
|found(T*)| -+-1. Now, the assertion follows by induction on t. □
In Lemma 1.3.1, if both equalities hold, then T  is called a minimal (t, k)-trade. 
Now it is easy to check that if /  is of blocksize k and t < s < k ,  then
Therefore, a (f, k)-trade is also an (i, k)-trade for 0 < i < t. Now if /  and g are 
regular polynomials such that found(/) fl foundfc) = 0, then fg  is also regular, and
Therefore, if 7\ is a (ti, &i)-trade, Ti is a regular polynomial of blocksize k2, and 
found(7\) H found(7j) =  0, then TiT2 is a (ti, ki + kj)-trade, and if T2 is also a 
(t2, k2)~txade, then T\T2 is a (tx +-12 + I, ki -i- ^2)-trade, and in both cases, we have
$
M f g )  = £&(/>*-«($)• (1.3)
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supp(7\r2) =  supp(7i)supp(Tj). Mow, it is obvious that if yt t . . . ,  yk+t-hi are distinct
elements of X, then
T  =  (yi  — y i)  - • * (jftt-t-i — * • • yfc+t+ i
is a minimal (t, k)-trade. It is well known that any minimal trade is of this form.
Let V = {xi,. . . ,  x„}. The set of all (t, k)~trades whose foundation is a subset of 
V  form a Z-module which is usually denoted by N(t, k, v). In fact, iV(t, k, v) is the 
null space of the incidence matrix 0 t,*(o). We have already shown that if v < k-rt-r 1, 
then iV(t, k, v) = {0}. We will prove that if v > k+t, then dimN(t, k, v) =  ,
and we will find a triangular basis consisting of minimal trades.
Let T  be a (t, k, u)-trade whose foimdation is a subset of V, and let B  be the 
smallest block in Supp(T) in the lexicographic order. Write B  =  {x, |» € /} in which 
I  — {&i,...,6*} € and 6i < < • • • < 6*. Let i € {1, . . . , t + 1}, A =
{x6l, . . . ,  x ^ }  and let S =  Ta be the derived trade of T with respect to the set A. 
Then S  is a nonzero (t +  1 — *, k + 1 — t)-trade and since B  is the smallest block in 
T, we must have
found(S) C {xjl&f < j <  v}.
Therefore,
(t + 1 — t) + (k + 1 — t) < found(S) < 0 + 1 —6*,
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b i < v - k - t - 2  + 2i, l < i < t r l .
Also it is trivial that 6t- < v  — Ik -r i for t 1 < i < k.
Definition 1.3.1 Let B  = {ol t . . . , a*} 6 Pfc({l, • • -, v}) and ai < • • • < ak. Then 
B is called a (t, k, v)-starting block (or simply a starting block whenever the param­
eters t, k and v are clear bom the context) if the following inequalities hold:
The set of all (v, k, t)-starting’ blocks and its cardinality will be denoted by M(t, k, v) 
and n(t, k, v), respectively
Lemma 1.3.2 I f v > k  + t, then n(t, k, v) =
Proof. We prove the assertion by induction on v. Let B  =  {oi,. . . ,  a*} € 
, a}) and <*i < • • • < a*. We consider two cases:
Case (i): a\ = 1. Now B € M(t, k,v) if and only if B\ =  {a, — 1(2 < i < k} € 
M(t  — 1, k — 1, v — 1). Therefore, there are exactly m(t — 1, k — 1, v — L) blocks of 
this form in M(t, k, v).
Case (ii): ax > 1. Ifv = fc + t - b l ,  then B £ M(t,k,v)  as 1.4 doesn’t hold. 
Let v > k -r t I. Then B  6 Af(£, k , v) if and only if B\ =  {a, — 1|1 < i < k} 6 
;Vf(t, k,v — 1). Therefore, there are exactly m(t,k,v  — 1) blocks of this form in 
M(t , k, v).
a* < v — k — t — 2 +  2i, for 1 < i < t ■+* 1,
otherwise.
(1.4)
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Therefore, we have the following recursive equations for m(t, k, v)'s
;m(t — 1, A: — l , v —1), if v =  fc-r 1,m(t — 1, k —1 , 1/ — L) -f- m {t,k,v  — 1), if v > k-r t -f 1,
and the assertion follows by induction on k -f-1. □
Lemma 1.3.3 Let B  6 M(t,k,v).  Then there exists a minimal (t, k, v)-trade Tb 
whose smallest block (in lexicographic order) is B and found(T) C V.
Proof. Let B  = {ai, . . . ,  a*} and ai < • • • < a*. Let
< 3 < » & j  0 B},
and let Ct+1 = min{i|i 6 At+i}. Now, for 2 < i < t -r 1, we define At+2-i and ct~-2-i 
recursively by
At+2-i = 01at+2-t < j  < v & j £ B} \  {Cj\t -F 2 -  i < j  < t -r 1},
Ct+2-i -  min{f|l e  At+2-i}-
(notice that by 1.4 each A, is nonempty. Let
Tb (^ai x ci) . . .  (xae+l xCeJ.l )xat_̂2 . . .  x aic.
Then it is easy to check that B  is the smallest block of Tb - □
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Theorem 1.3.1 B =  {Tg\B 6 M(t, k, v)} form a basis for N (t, fc, t/). in particular,
dimN(t , A;, v) = n(t, k, v) = ( £) — if  v > k +t.
Proof. Clearly 0  is an independent set as it is triangular (the starting blocks of its 
elements are distinct). We prove that B spans N(t, k, i/). Let T  be a (t, k, i/)-trade 
and let B be the smallest block in T. Let as be the multiplicity of B in T. Then
T — clbTb is also in N(t, k, v) and its smallest block is greater than B. Repeating
this process, we can find a positive integer I, starting blocks B \,. . . ,B i  and nonzero 
integers a i , . . . ,  ai such that S  =  T  — a*7s, does not contain any starting block.
But we have already seen that the smallest block of any nonzero (t, k, i/)-trade is a 
starting block, so S  =  0, i.e. T  =  £i=i OiTa* is in the span of B. □
Theorem 1.3.2 The t-set inclusion matrix is of full rank.
Proof. By definition N(t, k, v) is the null space of Therefore, rank(0t,jfc(v) =
(") -  dim(N(t, k, v) = max{("), (®)}. □
Lemma 1.3.4 Let T  be a (t, t  ■+• 1)-trade, and B be a m-subset which is disjoint 
from found(T). Then <f>t+i(TB) = T.
Proof. The assertion is an immediate consequence of the identity 1.3 and the fact 
that a t-trade is also an i-trade for i < t .  □
Theorem 1.3.3 The necessary conditions for the existence of a SS{A; t, k, v) design 
are also sufficient.
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Proof. We remind that the necessary conditions are as follows: At- =  A(]£i)/(*!,*) A 
is an integer for 0 <  i < t. We prove by induction on i (0 <  t <  t) that a 
SS[\i;i, k, v) exists. For t =  0 the assertion is trivial. Let i > 0, and let /  be a 
SS{\i~i,i — 1, k,v) and V  =  found(/). Let g = fa f  — AtPi(V ). Then
<t>i-i{9) = 4>i~i4>if ~  = (* 4-1 -  i)& -1/  -  [v 4-1 -  i)XiPi-iiV)
= ((A: + 1 -  i ) ^  -  (t» r  1 -  i)\i)P i-X{V) =  0.
Therefore, g is a (i — 1, i)-trade. By Theorem 1.3.1, we can write g =  EU iU  in 
which 7 ’̂s are (not necessarily distinct) minimal (i — 1, i)-trades. For 1 < i < I, we 
choose Bi 6 Pk-i{V \  found(7<)). Then h = g = B{Ti is a (i — 1, fc)-trade and 
by Lemma 1.3.4, (j>i(h) =  g. Now, we have
M f  ~ h )  =  &(/) - 9  =  AiPi{V).
Therefore f  — h is a 5 5 (A,; i, k, v) design. □
Theorem 1.3.4 The necessary conditions for the existence of a 5(A; t, k, v) are also 
sufficient whenever A is sufGciently large.
Proof. Let A(t, k, v) =  / gcd{^~‘) |0 < i < t}. Then the necessary conditions
for the existence of a 5(A; t, k, v) can be written is the compact form A(£, k, u)|A. 
Let n = (£l*)/A(t,k,v). Let V  be a u-set. For i =  l , . . . , n  — 1, let /, be a 
SS(iX(t, k , v); t, k, v) design on V  and let N  be the maximum of the multiplicities of
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the blocks in the / t~’s. Then for m > N , frrmPkiY) is a 55((mn-H)A(t, k, v); t, k, v )
design. In other words, the necessary conditions are also sufficient if A > N ^Z tj  • D
Remark 1.3.1 AH o f the results of this section except the existence of a triangular 
basis were originally proved by Graver and Jourkat [16]. The existence of this basis 
was established in [22]. Theorems 1.3.2, 1.3.3 and 1.3.4 were also independently 
proved by Wilson [44]. Proofs of Theorems 1.3.3 and 1.3.4 are rewritten Grom [16]. 
The rest of proofs are either new or a modification of a existing proof.
1.4 Review of Known Results
In this section, we survey the known results for the existence of large sets of t-designs.
Let us start with t — 1. For k = 2, a £5(A; 1.2, n) is simply a A-factorization 
of Kn. It is well known that the necessary conditions for the existence of a A- 
factorization of Kn are also sufficient. For k > 2, the same result is proved by 
Baranyai [6].
Next case is t = 2. For k = 3 a 5(A;t, k,v) is called a triple system of order v 
and index A. It is easy to see that a LS(I; 2,3,7) does not exist [7]. On the other 
hand, for any other value of v, the necessary conditions are also sufficient. This was 
proved through a series of recursive constructions developed by different authors 
which reduced the problem to a few small cases which were known to exist. The 
existence of £5(3; 2,3,6m-t-5) and £5(6; 2,3,6m-F 2) is established by Teirlinck [38], 
as these large sets can be derived from £5(3 gcd{4, n — I}; 3,4,3n). For v =  0 or 4
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(mod 12), the result is proved by Schreiber [34]. Utilizing this result, Teirlink proved
that a £5(2 gcd{3, u —I}; 2,3,2«-f 2) exists for all u > 1 [40]. These results together
reduce the problem to the case of Steiner triple systems, i.e. A = 1 and v =  1 or 3
(mod 6). This case was settled by Lu [29, 30] with at most six possible exceptions
after several other authors had obtained partial results [7, 13, 24, 32, 33, 39, 43].
These six cases were settled in [35].
For t = 2 and k > 3 not much is known on the existence of large sets. For 
v < 13, it is shown in [26] that the necessary conditions for the existence of a large 
set are also sufficient except for (t,k ,v ) =  (2,3,7). Chouinard [10] has established 
the existence of a £5( 1;2,4,13). This is the only known £5(1; t, k,v) with t > 2 
and k ^  3. In [8], it is proved that a £5((*);2, k. v) exists whenever v is a prime 
power and gcd{i/(n — 1), k(k — 1)} = 2. One can also find some other families of 
large sets in [8], e.g. a £5(15; 4,6,14).
In [17], Hartman has considered the partitioning of the complete design (X , Pk(X)) 
into two parts (designs) of equal number of blocks. He proved that the necessary 
conditions are also sufficient whenever t = 2 and k = 3,4. He also obtained several 
other infinite families of this form. Consequently he makes the following conjecture:
Conjecture (A. H artm an, 1987). There exists a partition of the complete design 
S ((*!*); t, k, v) into two 5  ((^~‘)/2; t, k, vj designs if and only if is even for 
i = 0 ,. . . ,  t.
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This conjecture is proved to be correct for t =  2 and k < 16 [4]. In [28], Kreher
and Radsznowski constructed a LS{4; 6,7,14). Existence of this large set together 
with some well known recursive constructions establishes the Hartman conjecture 
for t =  6, k = 7. Then, taking the derived and the residuals of the large sets in this 
family one can settle the Hartman conjecture for k <7.
In [37], Teirlinck introduced r-trivial A-factorizations and developed some re­
cursive methods to construct r-trivial A-factorizations. In particular, he proved 
that for given t there exists A(t) such that the necessary conditions for the ex­
istence of a LS(X, t, t t  I, v) are also sufficient whenever A(t)|A, and A(t) can be 
defined recursively by A(0) =  I, and A(i -f 1) =  A(t)l(t -f I) in which l(t) = 
lcm{l,. . . ,  t -r 1} - lcm{Q) |i = 1, - - -, t}. He also obtained a few infinite families 
of large sets for t < 6.
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In this chapter, we introduce the notion of t-wise equivalent sets which is basically a 
generalization of (t, k, v) trades. In the first section, we will discuss their importance 
in constructing large sets, and we find some recursive procedures to construct them, 
in the second section, we use t-wise equivalent sets to find several recursive construc­
tions which will be useful in consequent chapters. Finally in the third section, to 
emphasize their importance and strength even more, we show how this simple idea 
can lead to constructing large sets of prime size and small order for all t.
2.1 t -W ise Equivalent Sets
Definition 2.1.1 Let X  be a finite set, and let t and k be two positive integers 
such that t < k. Two subsets A  and B of Pk(X) are said to be t-wise equivalent 
i f  the number of occurrences of each T  € Pt(X) in A and B are the same, i.e. 
n(T;A) = n(T;B). In particular, A and B  are 0-wise equivalent if and only if
\A\ = \B\.
Before we proceed in this line, we would like to make some remarks on the above 
definition to clarify its significance on constructing large sets.
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Rem ark 2.1.1 Simple enumerative arguments shows that any two t-wise equivalent
sets are also (t — l)-wise equivalent. Hence, if  0 < i < t, then any two t-wise
equivalent sets are also i-wise equivalent.
Remark 2.1.2 Let X  be a v-set, and let {B i,. . . ,  Bn} be a partition of Pk(X) 
into n mutually t-wise equivalent sets. Now, the numbers o f occurrences of each 
T e Pt{X) in all B i’s are the same, and on the other band, each t-subset of X  in 
total appears in exactly blocks of the Bi’s. Hence, each (X, Bi) (1 < i < n) is 
a simple S((jkZ^ /n; t, k, v), and {(X, < i < n} is a L S((j£ t)/n i ^  v)-
Remark 2.1.3 I fB \ , . . . .  Bm are mutually disjoint subsets o f Pk(X) such that each 
of them has a partition into n mutually t-wise equivalent sets, then their union, 
U&&  =  B has also a partition into n t-wise equivalent sets.
In the light of the above remarks, our approach to construct large sets is as 
follows. First, we present some procedures to construct the (n, t)-partitionable sets 
(the sets which have a partition into n disjoint t-wise equivalent subsets) horn the 
(n, ti)-partitionable sets (ti < t), and then we give a partition of Pk{X) into such 
sets. The following Lemma shows how one can construct (n, t)-partitionable sets 
from the older ones.
Lemma 2.1.1 Let X t and X i be two disjoint sets, and let ti, t2, &i, and k2 be four 
integers such that 0 < ti < kx and 0 < t2 < k2. For i =  1,2, let Bi C Pfc.(ATt), 
and suppose that Bi has a partition, say {^ |1  < i < m}, into m  mutually t\- 
wise equivalent subsets. Then (i) B \*B 2 has a partition into m mutually ti-wise
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equivalent subsets.
(ii) if  Bi has a partition into m  mutually t2-wise equivalent subsets, then B\ * Bi 
has a partition into m mutually (£i •+• t2 -+- l)-wise equivalent subsets.
Proof, (i) It is easy to show that {Ti * B2 11 <  i <  m} is a partition, of B\ * Bi into 
ti-wise equivalent subsets. To prove (ii) let {ft| <  i <  m} into m  mutually £2-wise 
equivalent subsets, and define
Hi =  1 <  i <  m
i= i
in which A  =  (a*,) is Latin square of order m . Let T  E Ptl-rtt+i(A i U Xi).  Then 
either |T D Ai| < £1 or IT fl A2 I <  £2- If |T fl Ai| < £t , then we have
n(T:Hi) =  < T  n  X t; Jy)n(T  n  X 2; f t * )
=  Z?=i [n(TH X u B\)/m] n (T n  A2;ft*)
=  [ £ ”= i n (T n  * 2 ; & « ) ]  ri(T  n  X i : B , ) / m  
= n(T fl Ai; 0i)n(T n  A2; B i)/m  =  n(T; B\ * Bi)/m.
A similar argument will work for |Tfl A2I <  £2 . Therefore Hi's are (£1 -f £2 -r l)-wise 
equivalent. □
We end this section, with the following lemma which is a very simple but still 
useful application of t-wise equivalent sets in construction of large sets. This lemma 
is a special case of a more general construction by Van Thmg [42].
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Lemma 2.1.2 I fv  6 n(_0A(t, k 4- i), then v-r I £ A(i, k-r I).
Proof. Let |X| =  v, Yf = {1, . ..,i} ( l <  i  < I) and X  fl Yt =  0. Then {Yt * 
Pfc-r/-t(^)|l <  i < 1} is a partition of Pk+i{X U Y{). Now, the assertion follows by 
remarks 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3 and Lemma 2.1.1. □
2.2 Large Sets
In the following lemma, we obtain a partition of P* (X) which would be useful 
in establishing some of our main results. But first, we must give a couple more 
definitions.
Definition 2.2.1 A finite set Y  is said to be of the form * (j£) whenever 
there exist two disjoint finite sets Yi and Y2 such that |Vi| =  v\, \Y2\ =  v2, and
v  = Pkl(Vi) * P*s(r2).
Notation 2.2.1 The set o f ally’s such that an LS(l/n; t, k, v) exists will be denoted
by A(t, k, n).
Lemma 2.2.1 Let u, u and k be three positive integers such that k < min(u, v), 
and let X  be a (u -t- v — k -F l)-set. Then Pk(X) has a partition {B\ , . . . ,  5*+i} in 
which Bi is of the form
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Proof. Let X  =  { 1 ,..., u -f- v — k +  1}. For 1 <  i <  k -r 1, we define
Xi =  {!>••• j v -r 1 — *},
Yi = {v -F 3 — i , . . . ,  U -h V — k -r 1},
Bi = P ^i-iiX i)  * Pi-i(Yi).
Clearly, each Bi is of the desired form. We will show that they form a partition of 
Pk{X).
First, we show that Bi s are pairwise disjoint. Let I < i  < j  < fc-r 1, and B € Bj. 
Then v + 2 —j  0  B, so
|B n Xi\  =  |B n X j \  +  \ B n ( X t \ X i + l ) | <  \ B n x t \ +  | X , - \ X ^ \
< {k -+-1 — j) + (j — i — 1) =  A: — i,
while for C  € fl*, \C (T Xt| =  k -f 1 — i. Therefore, Bi fl Bj =  0.
Let B € Pk(X), and let r t- = \B n  X,j, 1 < i < k +-1. Clearly, we have
0 <  rt>i <  rt- <  r ^ i  + 1 <  k -+- 1.
If ri = 0, then B 6 Bt+i- If *"k+i = k, then we have B e  Si. Otherwise, we can
find I such that r* = rj_t = fc -t- 1 — Z, and consequently |S  fl Xi\ = A: + 1 — Z and
w + 2 - 10 5 , so £  € Bi =  Pk^i-i(Xi) * Pi-i(Yt). Therefore, = Pk(X). □
Lemma 2.2.2 Let Vi, v2, s and k be three positive integers such that s < k — 1 < 
min(ui, v2). Let a and b be two nonnegative integers such that a - r b  = k — l —s. Let
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Z be a set of the form • Then Z  has a partition {Ci,. . . ,  Cfc+i} such that
(i) for 1 < i < a -f- 1, C, is o f the form (k+i-i) * »
(ii) for 1 < i < s, Ca~i-H of the form (^"V ) * (V2“1̂ -1)
(Hi) for 1 < i < b + 1, Cfc+2- t is of the form (*^*) * (k+i-i) -
Proof. Let u = v2~  k — s — 1, u = v1-rfe — s — 1, and define X , X*. YJ and 5 t-’s 
(1 < i< fc -f-l)  as in Lemma 2.2.1. Let
Yi = {v — A: -f-1 ,.... v — k + 6} U {w — a -i- 1 ,..., v},
then IXYni = V1+V2 —s, so without loss of generality we may assume Z  =  Pk(X\Yi). 
Let
Ci = {B\B e  Bi & B  D Yx = 0}, 1 < i < k + 1.
It is straightforward to check that the Ct’s have the desired properties. □
Theorem 2.2.1 Let a, b, c, d, t, s, k, i»i and v2 be nonnegative integers such 
that t < s < k < min{t;i,v2} and s =  k — 1 — a — 6 =  t-f-c  + d. Let t/t € 
n*=fc_aA(f,i,n), v2 € n£_fc_6A(t,i,n), V\ —l €  A(t, k — a —I) for 1 < I < c, and 
v2 — I e A(t, k — b — I, n) for 1 < I < d. Then -F v2 — s 6 A(t, k, n).
Proof. Let Z  be a set of the form • Define C,’s (1 < i < k -F 1) as in
Lemma 2.2.2. hi view of Remarks 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, in order to prove the statement, 
we must show that each C, is (n, t)-partitionable.
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I f i< a - r c - f - lo r f c  — b — d < i ,  then Ct- is product of a (n, fc)-partitionable set
and another set, so by Lemma 2.1.1 Ct is (n, t)-partitionable.
Let a +  c r l  < i  < k  — b — d  and write t =  a - f c + l + j .  Then 1 < j  < t  and
Ci is of form x (V*~a+c+j~l) * ^ ow’ assumption vt €  A(t, fc -  a, n) and
t>2 €  A(t, k — b, n), so by Lemma 1.1.1, v\  — j  — c €  A(t — j ,k  — o — c — j,n )  and
V2 ~ s - r j  + c — l  =  V2  — d  — ( t - r  1 — j )  6  A(J  — 1,a + c + j , n ) .  Therefore, by Lemma
2.1.1, Ci is (n, t)-partitionable. □
Theorem 2.2.2 I f v € n^L^ACt,i,n) and u 6 A(t, fc, n), then {u l(v — t)\l > 
1} C A(t,k,n).
Proof. The assertion follows by induction on I (and applying Theorem 2.2.1 with 
b = c = d = 0). □
In particular, if k = t -r 1, we will have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.3 I f  a LS( A; t , t+ l ,u  + t) exists, then a LS(mX; £, t -r 1, mu — t) also 
exists for all m >  1.0
2.3 Large Sets of Prime Size
Throughout this section, we assume p is a prime, it, k and n are positive integers 
such that np < k < (n + l)p and u >  n. Let X  = {1 ,..., up} and A* =  {(i — l)p -h 
1 ,..., ip} for 1 < i < u. Let Y  = {Ai,. . . ,  A„} and order Y  by
At < Aj if and only if i  < j
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We define a function <f> from the power set of Y  into the power set of X  by
<p{B) = (J Ai, for B  c  Y.
Ai€B
The following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 2.3.1 IfB\ and B? are j-wise equivalent subsets of Pm(Y), then <f>{B\) and 
o(52) are j-wise equivalent subsets of Pmp(X). □
Let I, m, a i , . . . ,  a* be positive integers such that I > 1,1 < a* < p (1 <  i <  /) and 
k  = mp -r a*- B  € Pk(X) and T  =  {Cx,. . . ,  Ct} € fi(Y ), Ci < . . .  < Q. 
Define
Supp(B) =  {Ai\Ai H B  ^  0}, 
f{B ) =  {Ai\Ai C B}, 
g(B) = S u p p (B )\f(B )1 
T{T, a i l , a,) =  {B  C X| \B n  C,-| =  a* & $(£) = Supp(B) =  T},
JFm(T, a i,. . . ,  at) =  {B €  Pk(X)\ \B n  Cf| =  a,- & ^(5) =  T},
and let
i
V  = {Pm(T, ax, . . . ,  at)|Z >  1, T  e  Pi(Y), 1 < a* < p, fe^Ta,- = fc - mp>.
i=i
Clearly, we have
U{A\A e v }  = { B e  Pk(X)\g(B) #  0}.
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Therefore we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3.2 (i) I f  k ^  np, then V  is partition of Pk(X), and (ii) i fk  = np, then 
V is a partition of Pk(X) \  <f>(Pn(Y)). □
Lemma 2.3.3 I f T €  Pi(Y), and 1 < a,- < p(l <  i < I), then r(T, at , . . . ,  a{) is 
(p, I — 1) partitionable.
Proof. Let T  =  {Ct,. . . ,  Ci} with Ct < .. .  Ct. Then
r(T, a t , . . . ,  at) =  T(T \  {Ct}, a t , . . . ,  at_x) * P0,(Ct).
Since p is prime, p| , and so * u (Ci) is (p, 0)-partitionable. Now, the assertion
follows by induction on I. □
Lemma 2.3.4 I f T E  Pi(Y), and 1 < a* < p (1 <  i < I), then
(i) Pm(T ,a i,...,a i) is (p,l — l)-partitioaabIe,
(ii) if a LS(l/p\ s,m ,u  — I) exists, then Pm(T, a t , . . . ,  at) is (p, s + l)-partitioaable. 
Proof. It is easy to check that
Pm(T, a t , . . . ,  at) =  <t>(Pm(Y \  T)) * T(T, a t , . . . ,  at).
Now, the assertion is an immediate consequence of the Lemmas 2.1.1. 2.3.1, and 
2.3.3. □
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Theorem 2.3.1 I f  a L S(l/p ;t,n ,u ) exists, then a LS(l/p, t,pn,pu) also exists.
Proof. Let k = np and ^m(T, at , . . . ,  a*) 6  V. If I < t, then (n — m)p =  a* < 
Ip, so m >  n —l, and then by Lemma LI.I a LS{\/pr, t —l, m, u—l) exists. Therefore, 
by Lemma 2.3.3, Pm{T, a i,. . .  ,ai) is (p, £)~partitionable. By the assumption and 
Lemma 2.3.1, <p(Pn(Y)) is also (p, t)-partitionable. Now, the assertion follows by 
Lemmas 2.1.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. □
Theorem 2.3.2 I f  a L S(l/p ;t,n ,u  — 1) exists and np < k < (n -i- l)p, then a 
LS(l/p, t r l ,  k,pu) also exists.
Proof. Let Fm(T, ax, . . . ,  at) E V. If I < t -f 1, then (n — m)p = a,- < Ip, so
m > n — l, and then by Lemma 1.1.1, a L S(l/p ;t-r l — l,m ,u~ l)  exists. Therefore, 
by Lemma 2.3.4, F̂m(T, a i , . . . ,  a*) is (p,t l)-partitionable. Now, the assertion 
follows from the Lemmas 2.1.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. □
Theorem 2.3.3 If  a LS{l/pr,t,n,u — 1) exists and 1 < j  < i < p — 1, then a 
LS(l/p, t -r 1, np -f- i, pu + j ) also exists.
Proof. The assertion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1.2 and Theorem 
2.3.2. □
Now we apply Theorem 2.3.2 to find some infinite families of large sets of t- 
designs for all t.
Theorem 2.3.4 If t > 6 and m >  2, then a LS{l/p; t, 2t_3 — 1, m2*-3 — 2) exists.
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Proof. It is well known that if m > 2, then a LS(1/2; 6,7,8m—2) exists [21,28, 37].
Now, the result follows by induction on t (and applying Theorem 2.3.2). □
Theorem 2.3.5 Let p be any odd prime, and I, t,m, O q . . . . . .  at_i be positive inte­
gers such that t ,l ,m  > 1 and 1 < a,- < p. Then a LS(lfp; t, YliZo + mPt> ~  
j- YZ-iP*) exists.
Proof. THvially for 1 < m < p a LS(l/p;Q,m,lp) exists. Now, the assertion 
follows by induction on t. □
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Chapter 3 Halving Complete Designs
In this chapter, we restrict ourselves to large sets of size 2. Applying recursive con­
structions which were developed in Chapter 2, we show that to prove the Hartman 
conjecture for given t and k, one only need to check the existence of finitely many 
designs.
For k < 7, all these auxiliary designs can be obtained by taking residual and 
derived designs of a 5(4; 6,7,14).
For t = 2 we give a direct construction for these designs, and so we prove the 
Hartman conjecture for t  =  2. For t =  3 and k < 16, it is well known that these 
auxiliary designs exist.
For t = 3 and k > 16 we are not aware of any constructions for these designs. 
But instead we use some of our results on the existence of large sets of prime size to 
show that the necessary conditions are also sufficient as long as v > 3k, so there are 
at most finitely many exceptions. In fact, we show that for infinitely many values 
of k the Hartman conjecture is true. It must be noticed that the methods which we 
use for t = 3 can be used in general to obtain some partial results for t > 3.
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3.1 Overview
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In this section, we discuss a possible approach to Hartman Conjecture. To do this, it 
will be more convenient to express the necessary conditions as a system of congruence 
relations. For given m and I with m > l,  we denote by o(m, I), the largest integer n 
such that 2n divides , and the smallest positive integer n such that I < 2n, will 
be denoted by /(/). It is well known that
a(m, I) = £ (
t>i
'7 7 1 m  —  l ' I '
2 * 2 i 2 *
),
in which [xj denotes the largest integer smaller than or equal to x. Let B(t, k) denote 
the set of all v’s such that (]£*) is even for 0 < i < t. A triple (v, k, t) is called 
feasible if v € B(t, k).
Lemma 3.1.1 Let mi, m2 , and I be three positive integers such that mi, m2 > I, 
and m\ = m2 (mod 2 ^ ) .  Then is even if and only i f  ("J*) is even.
Proof. Without loss of generality, mi < 2/m -f I, and so m 2 = mt -r j2 ^ l) for some 
j  > 0. An easy computation shows that a(mi,l) < a{m.2 ,l). Let a(m2 ,l) > 0, and 
let i be the smallest positive integer such that
m 2 m 2— 1 I'
L 2* j 2* Ot > 0.
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2 * - l
I
2 * - - i
> 2 m2I F - 2
T7l2 — I]
- I  > 0 ,
which is in contradiction with the minimality of i. So i < f(l), and
a(mi, I) > ~TTl\ mi — I
L2* J 2>
7712 — I '  I ‘
2i 2* > 0. □
Lemma 3.1.2 A triple (v, k, t) is feasible if and only if (v, v — k, t) is feasible.
Proof. The assertion is an immediate consequence of the following combinatorial
identity
f r )
which can be easily proved by the Inclusion-Exclusion principal. □
Lemma 3.1.3 A triple (v, k, t) is feasible if and only if one of the followings bolds:
(i)v = t , . . . , k  — l (mod 2fW ),
(ii) v = vQ (mod 2fW ), k < vo < 2f(-k\  and (vo, v q  — k, t) is feasible.
Proof. Let v = v0 (mod 2/(fc)), k < vq < 2- f̂c) -rk — 1. By Lemma 3.1.1, (v, k, t) 
is feasible if and only if (v0, k, t) is feasible. Now (2/(*)_l) is odd for all i, so if 
0 < j  < t, then — 1 + j, k, t) is not feasible. On the other hand, if vq = 2^k) -ri
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for some t < i <k, then for 0 < j  < t  we have
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a(v0 — j , k  — j)  > f Vo -  j
• k - j ' vo —k
J 2 /(*) 2/(*)
= 1,
so (vq, k,t) is feasible. Now, the assertion follows by Lemma 3.1.2. □
Notation 3.1.1 For the sake o f convenience, throughout this chapter we write 
A(t, k) instead of A(t, k, 2).
Theorem 3.1.1 Let t,m , and I be three positive integers such that m  < I and
t < 2m — 1. If 2m  -i- £ € A{t, i) for t  < i < 2m, and 2i+l + t € A{t, 2* + j) for 
m < i <1 and 0 < j  < [t/2], then A{t, k) =  B(t, k) for k < 2f+1.
Proof. By assumption f  t €  A (t,t +-1), so by Lemma 3.1.3 and Theorem
0 0 9
A{t, t -h 1) =  B{t, t  -(- 1) = {u|v =  t (mod 2 ^ +l))}.
Let t -t-1 < k < 2*+l, and assume that A(t, i )  = B(t, i) for t + 1 < i  < k. Denote 
n = f{k), so 2n~l < k < 2n. If k > 2n -i- [t/2], then by the induction hypothesis 
2n ~ t e A(t, 2n + t — k) which implies that 2n -r t € A(t, k). Therefore, 2n + t 6 
nf=t+iA(t, i).
Let v 6 f?(t, fc), and v = Vq (mod 2ft) with k < vQ < 2n k. If vQ < 2n, then 
by the induction hypothesis vq € A(t,vo — fc) which implies that u<j € A(t, k). On 
the other hand, if Vo € {2n + i|t < i < A:}, then by Lemma 2.1.2, vq € A{t,k). 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.2.2, v 6 A(t, k). □
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Theorem  3.1.2 I f 2 < t < k < 7 ,  then A(t, k) =  B(t, k).
40
Proof. In [9] it is shown that 8 + t  € A(t, k). Now, applying Theorem 3.1.1 
gives rise to the result. □
3.2 The Case t  =  2
As we promised earlier, in this section we will prove that the Hartman conjecture 
is true for t =  2. A major part of the proof is to establish the existence of a 
£5(1/2.2,2n.2n'M -r 2) for n > 4. Since our construction for these designs is very 
technical, we would like to postpone it for a while. So we assume these designs exist, 
and we prove our main result. Then we give an outline of our construction for these 
designs in term of trades. And then we present a rigorous proof. The reader who is 
not interested in technical details, can avoid the last part and only read the outline.
Theorem 3.2.1 A(2, k ) =  B(2, k) for k >  3.
Proof. For k = 3, the assertion is a well known result [11, 17, 22]. In [9], it is shown 
that 10 6 n^_3A(2, k). Thus by Lemma 2.1.2, we have {10,..., 7 + fc} C A(2, k) 
for k = 3 ,..., 7. Now, by Theorem 2.2.2, the assertion is true for k < 8.
In [25], it is proved that a 5(910; 4,8,20) exists. Taking the residual of this 
design, we conclude that a 5(4004; 2,8,18) also exists. Hence 18 6 A(2,8). Also 
in [5] it is shown that 18 € A(2,9). Since, the assertion is true for k < 8, then a 
£5(1/2; 2, fc, 18) exists for 3 < k < 7, taking the complement of these designs we
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obtain a LS( 1/2; 2, k, 18) for every 10 <  k < 15. Hence 18 €  D^;3A(2, k), and then
by Theorem 2.2.2, we have A(2, k) = B{2, k) for k < 16.
Let k > 16. It is well known that if A: is not a power of 2, then 2k € A(2, k) [5]
and if k is a power of two, then 2A +  2 6 A(2, k) by Theorem 3.2.2 (which will be
proved shortly). Now, by applying Theorem 3.1.1 with m  =  4 and I = k, we will
have A(2, k) =  B{2, k). □
Existence o f Auxiliary Designs: An Outline
In this section, we describe briefly an outline of the proof of 2f+l -f- 2 € A(2,2l) for 
I > 3. To describe our proof, it will be more convenient to reformulate our problem 
in terms of trades. Let T  be a simple (t, fc)-trade of order v (i.e., [found(T)| =  v) 
such that supp(T) = Pt(found(!T)), then <f>t(T+ — T~) =  0 and <f>t(T̂  -r T~) = 
(fc-t) Pt(found(T)). Therefore, both T + and T~ are S((je~t̂ /2 ; t, fc, v) designs. On 
the other hand, if /  is a S { ( ^ j /2 ; t ,  k, v) design, then 2 / — Pt(found(/)) isasimple 
(t, fc)-trade with supp(T) = Pk(found(T)) and T + =  / .  Therefore, our problem can 
be reformulated in the following way:
A (2,2f,2i+1 -i- 2, l/2)-trade, i.e. a simple (2,2*)-trade T  of order v =
2/+1 -f 2 and volume (j?) /2, exists fori >3.
Therefore, we must discuss which polynomials can be support of a simple trade. 
Clearly, if /  and g are supports of simple trades, then /  + g is also support of a
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trade if and only if /  and g have the same blocksize and they are disjoint (i.e., f  + g
is simple).
For simplicity, let m  =  k  -f- 1 = 2l +-1 and v =  2m. Let V  =  {xtj l  < i  <  v} 
and Vi = {x2f- i |l  <  * <  m }- For 1 <  i  < m, we define =  x2t_i^2t- Then 
we can extend this, in a natural way to the subsets of Vi and then to all regular 
polynomials whose foundation is a subset of Vi. For example (xxx3 -r x3x5)* = 
xxx2x3x4 -r x3x4x5X6. Let 1 <  t  <  k j 2, and let T  be a minimal (2t — 1, fc)-trade 
with found (T) c  V. Then T  is said to be normalized if there exists a permutation 
<r e  Sm  such that (i) <?{i) <  u ( j )  if 1 <  i  <  j  <  2t, and (ii)
T  = (yi -  y2) • • - (V4t~i -  y*t)y4t+i -. • y ^ 2t,
in which y^-i = x ^ j) .!  and y2, = x^ i)-  Let f t be the sum of the supports of all 
normalized (2i — 1, fc)-trades, and define f 0 = Efl€Pk/2(vi) Rm- Then
k/2
K(V) = Y . f ‘-i—0
Now, it is easy to check that any two normalized trades are disjoint, so each f t is 
the support of a simple (2t — 1, fc)-trade, therefore if t > 1, then f t is the support 
of a simple (2, A:)-trade. N'ow, if S' is a 1-trade whose support is Pfc/2(Vi), then S * 
is also a 1-trade, and supp(S') = f0. Therefore, if we can find a simple 1-trade T  
whose support is / x, and &j(T) = <fa(S*), then T  — Sm is a 2-trade whose support
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is fo f \ .  To construct T  we need a further description of normalized 1-trades and
<h(S).
For l < i < j < f c + l ,  we define
T i j  —  (®2t—1 x 2 i ) ( & 2 j—1 x 2 j ) ’
Then if B  € Pk/2~i(V\ \  {x2t- i,x 2y_i}), then TtjB* is a normalized 1-trade, and in 
fact every normalized 1-trade is of this form. Clearly 02  (JijB*)  =  T^.  Therefore, if 
B, C  € Pfc/2-i(Vi \  {®2t-i»*2j-i})i then TtjB* — 7V,C* is a 2-trade.
Let S  be a 1-trade whose support is / 0. Then we can write S  =  So -F Si in 
which So is a 2-trade and Si is a minimal 1-trade for I > 0. We say S  is close to a 2- 
trade if ns  is relatively small. Clearly, 02(5” ) = 5*. Let Si = (Xi—Xj)(xr~ xs)B
in which i, j, r and s are distinct and B  € Pk-s(Vi \  {x*, Xj-,xr, x,}). Then
Si —  (X2*_l*a x 2 j ~ l ^ 2 j ) ( x 2 r - l x 2 r x 2 a ~ l x 2 a ) B  ,
and
02(S*) = supp(7V) -f supp(7}a) -  supp(Tta) -  supp(Tir).
Therefore, if we find S  in such a way that ns < (fc/2- 1) > then we can find a 
1-trade T  with the desired property which proves /o -f f \  (and so Pk(V)) is the 
support of a simple 2-trade.
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To establish the existence of S , we basically use the same method. We partition
Pk/i(Vi) into several sets such that all of them but one are support of a 2-trade, and
the last one can be the support of a 1-trade. The only part we should actually work
with is this set. If we manage to take this set to be very small, then ns will satisfy
the required inequality, as we can take ns to be smaller than or equal to Vol(S—So).
Existence o f Auxiliary Designs: Technical Details
Let X  = {1 ,..., 2u}, Ai =  {2i — 1,2i} for 1 <  i  < u, and let Y  =  {Al , . . . ,  A„}.
We define a function <f> from the power set of Y  into the power set of X  by <p(B) =
LU.eflAt, for B C Y. The following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 3.2.1 IfB \ and & 2 are j-wise equivalent subsets of Pm(Y), then <f>(B\) and 
0(52) are j-wise equivalent subsets of p2m(Y). □
F o rB c X , T  C Y  and C c Y \ T ,  we define
Supp(B) = {Ai\Ai n B ^  0}, 
f{B) = {Ai\Ai C B}, 
g{B) = Supp(B) \  f ( B ),
T(T) = {B C  X \f{B )  =  0 & g(B) =  T}, 
r  (T,C) = {B  c  X\ f(B ) = C k  g(B) = T>, 
r m(r) = { B e P m(X)|g(S) =  r>.
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Lemma 3.2.2 Let T  6  Pj(Y), Ci,C2 C Y \ T , Cx ^  C2, and |CX| =  |C2|. Then (i) 
T{T, Ct) Is (J -  l)-halvable, (II) T(T, Ci) U T(T, C2) /s j-balvable.
Proof. For / € {0,1} define
Then, it is easy to see that (r°(T ), Tl(T)} is a partition of T(T) into two {j — 1)- 
equivalent subsets. Hence by Lemma 2 .1.1 r(T , Ct) =  T(T) * ( 0 (Ct)} is (j — 1)- 
halvable. To Prove (ii), let
Then {Po, F\} is a partition of T(T, Ci)ur(T, C2) into two /-wise equivalent subsets.P 
Lemma 3.2.3 If \T\ > 3, then Tm(T) is 2-halvable.
Proof. If r m(T) 7̂  0, then m =  21 -t- \T\ for some I > 0, and so {r(T,C)|C 6  
Pi (KXT)} is a partition of r m(T). Now assertion follows from Remarks 2.1.1, 2.1.3 
and Lemma 3.2.2. □
Lemma 3.2.4 Let n > 2, v = 2n+2 +-1, k =  2n+l, and let X \ be a v-set. Then 
Pk(Xi) has a partition into two 1-wise equivalent subsets such that
r '(T ) =  {B e  r(T)| £  x s  / (mod 2)}.
Fo =  r ° (T ) .  o ( c , ) }  u r ' f r ) .  { « ( c y } ,  
. f ,  =  r ° (T ) .  u  r l (T ) .  W (c ,)} .
rsp»(Xo
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Proof. Let m  =  2n, u = 2m =  fc, and form. X , F , and A/s. Let oo £  X  and
denote X\ =  X  U {oo}. Clearly {Pfc(X), {oo} * Pk~i(X)} is a partition of Pk{Xi).
If \T\ =  2, then by Lemma 2.1.1,
r 2m(r)  =  r (T )* 0 (pm_l(r))
is 2-halvable. (Note that ) is even.)
If \T\ is even and greater than 2, then due to Lemma 3.2.3, V ^iT )  is 2-halvable. 
If \T\ is odd and greater than 1, then due to Lemmas 2.1.1 and 3.2.3, {oo} * 
r 2m_i(T) is 2-halvable.
Therefore Pk(X0 \  ((U?=i{oo} * 0(Pm_i(K \  {A*})) U <f>(Pm(Y))) is 2-halvable. 
Let 1 < i < u. Since 2m—1 and m —1 are coprime, if 0 * is any cycle of length -u—1 
onK \  {A*}, then orbits of the cyclic group generated by on Pm_l(K \  {A*}) are
I-designs of index m — 1, and the total number of orbits is ( ^ Z i) /(2m — 1) which 
is an odd integer. Therefore, we can write Pm- i(Y  \  {A*}) = 0 , U Eit in which 
Di fl Ei = 0, Di is 1-halvable, and Ei is an orbit of some block B, 6 Pm_i(K \  A*). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that
Bj =  Bm+j = {Ai,. . . ,  Am} \  {A,}, for j  =  1 ,..., m,
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and \Bf fl <Tt(#t)I =  m — *2. Let
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Ea =  . . . ,  ̂ " “ ’(B,)},
=  (<rl (Bf), ̂ ( B t) , . . . ,  <r2m~3(Bt)}.
Then by Lemma 2.1.1, {oo} * 0(A ) * Pi(Ai) is 2 -halvable, and if we define
Hu = {{oo? 2i — 1} U 0(B), {oo, 2i} U 0(C)|B € Ba, & C 6 Bt(3_q}, 1 <  1 < 2,
then {Ha, Ha} is a partition of {oo} * Pi (A,) * 0(Bt- \  B,-) into two 1-wise equivalent 
subsets, and it is easy to check that
£  |n(T; Bn) -  n(T; Hi2) | =  4(m -  1).
T€P2(Xi)
Let Yi =  Y  \  {Ai}, and let {Du, Du} be a partition of D\ into two 1-wise 
equivalent subsets. For I € {1,2} define
Ft = {B U {Ai}, Vi \  C\B e  Du k C e  B 1(3. 0}.
It is straightforward to check that F\ and F2 are 2-wise equivalent. Hence by Lemma
3.2.1, 0 (Fi) and 0 (F2) are 2-wise equivalent. Let
F3 =  {B U {Ai}, n  \  B |B e  Ei} = PmlXi) \  (Fi U F2).
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Now, we have Pm-i(Y  \  {A*}) =  D, U Yt \  {£,} U {&,-} and Pm(Y) =  Fx U F2 U F3.
Therefore, in view of the above remarks, to prove the assertion we must show that
B =  0(Fa) U (u£\{°°} .  P i(A ),  # * ) )  
has a partition {Ki, K2} into two 1-wise equivalent subsets such that
£  In(T; * ,)  -  n(T; tf ,) | < ( * "  ~  f ) /2 -  8m(m - 1 ) .
r e f e t )  V2m “  V
Now, we remark that F3 is the union of 2m — 1 Steiner 1-designs (each consisting of 
a block and its complement), so F3 \  {B\ U {Ai}, Yi \  B\} is the union of (2m — 2) 
Steiner 1-designs, and so it has a partition {F3!,F32} into two 1-wise equivalent 
subsets each consisting of 2m — 2 blocks. Let
Ki = ©(Fsi) U (U£,{oo} * Pi (A) « U {{2m + 1 ,... ,4m}},
K t =  0 (P32) U (u £ „ + l{co} .  P i(A ) » ®(B,)) U { { 1, . . . ,  2m }}.
Since £* = Bm+i for t =  1 ,..., m, K\ and K2 are 1-wise equivalent. Therefore, 
{Ki, K2} is a partition of B into two 1-wise equivalent subsets, and it is straightfor­
ward to check that
Ersftc*,) |n(T; Jf,) -  n(T;/ir3)| <  2(2m -  2 ) (^ )  + 4m(2m - 1 )  +  2(^*)
< ( £ 3 ) /2 - 8 ™ ( m - l ) ,
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(noting that m > 4) which completes the proof. □
In the remainder of this section, we assume v = 2u = 2n+l -f- 2, k =  2m =  2n, 
and n > 4. By Lemma 3.2.4, Pm(X) has a partition {.Pi, P 2} into 1-wise equivalent 
subsets such that
We form two disjoint collections Hi and H2 of the elements of P2OO hy the following 
rule: Hi contains T  E P2OO exactly m  times if n ^ T ;^ )  — n(T ; Pi) =  (—I)zm. 
Therefore, (Hi, H<i) is a (1,2, u)-trade of volume 6/2, and so it can be written as a 
sum of s minimal trades for some s < 6/2. In other words, for 1 < i < s, we can 
find a 4-subset Ei = {Cn, Ci2 , C*3 , C,4} of Y  such that if we let
b =  £  \n(T; f l) - n ( T ; F 2)\<
TePiiY)
/ 2.
Tn =  {{Cn, Ci2}, {C*3, C,4}}, Ti2 =  {{Cil,  Ca}, {C a, CU}},
then for S' E P-i(Y),
n(S; E U  Tn) ~  n(S; Z U  Ta ) = n{S; H x) -  n(S; H2)
Therefore,
S
5 > ( S ;  <KTa)) -  n(S; #T a ))) =  n(S; -  n(S; # * » ) .
:=1
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Now, since s <  ( “r t) /4 , we can find s distinct subsets Bx, . . . . Bs of Pm_i(K) such 
that Bi fl Ei = 0. For 1 < * < s and 1 < I < 2 define Fa =  Useri(3_0 r(T, Bi). The 
proof of the following lemma is straightforward and so it does not appear here.
Lemma 3.2.5 Fn and # 2 (1  < * <  s) ore 1-wise equivalent, and for S  € P2(X), 
n(S; Fa ) -  n(S; Fn) = n(S;<p(Tn)) -n(S;<t>(Ta)). □
Let fib = 4>(Pm{Y)) U (Uf=l Uf=l US€rltr(5, Bi))  and for T  e P2{Y) define
Ar  =  Pm-i(Y  \  T) \  {Bt|l < i < s i c T e  Ta CTi2}, 
Bt  =  Ua€Ar r(T, B).
Clearly {Bo, Bt \T e  P2(Y)} is a partition of <t>(Pm(Y)) U (Ur€f*t(r)r 2m(T))-
Lemma 3.2.6 Bo is 2-halvable.
Proof. Let Qi = 4>{Fi) U (Ui=lFa) for 1 < I <  2. Then {Gi, G2} is a partition of fib 
and by Lemma 3.2.5 for S  € P2(X) we have
n(S; Gi) -  n(S ; Q2) =  n{S; <t>{Fx)) -  n(S; <t>{?2)) + FiX) -  n{S; Fi2))
= E?=i(n(5;<f>(Tii)) -  n(S; 0(7*))) + £?=l(n(S; <f>{Ta )) -  n(S; <p(Tii))) = 0-
Therefore, Gi and G2 are 2-wise equivalent. □
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Lemma 3.2.7 For T  6 P^F), &r is 2-halvable.
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Proof. Let A!T =  Pm~i(Y \ T ) \  At - Clearly we have
m  = Z L id n iT ; ^ )  + n(T;Ti2)) = 2 Z L d K T ; ^ )  -n (T ;T a ))
= 2  n (T ;K ) -n (T ;F 2) S j n (T ; ^ )  + n(T;F2) = ( £ ^ , )  = , 1.
Therefore, |Ar| is even and the assertion follows from Lemma 3.2.2. □
Theorem 3.2.2 For n > 4, an £5(1/2; 2,2n, 2n_K -f 2) exists.
Proof. Clearly {Bq, Bt , r*(5)|T 6 F2(T'), S  €  Pu(Y), 2 < l <  2n~1} is a partition 
of Pk{X). By Lemmas 3.2.3, 3.2.6 and 3.2.7, each element of this partition is
2-halvable, and hence by Lemma 2.1.1, Pk(X) is 2-halvable. □
3.3 The Case t  = 3
In this section, we restrict ourselves to the case t =  3. Our main goal is to prove 
that if v 6 B(3, k) and v > 3k, then v e  A(3, k), and A(3, k) = B(3, k) for infinitely 
many k.
Theorem 3.3.1 A(3, k) = B(3, k) for k < 15.
Proof. In [9] it is shown that 11 € n^=4A(3, k) and 19 € n£|gA(3, k). Now, the 
assertion is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1.1. □
Notation 3.3.1 For k > 3 we define C{k) = {2/(fc) +- i|3 < i < 3.2/(fc)_4}.
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Theorem 3.3.2 Let k > 8 , n = f{k). Then
(i)B(3,k)\A{3,k)<zC (k),
(ii) A(3,k) = B(3,k) i f 2n~l + 3.2n ' 4 < k < 2 n.
Proof. We prove the assertion by induction on n. By Theorem 3.3.1 the assertion 
is true for n < 4. In the next section, through a series of Lemmas we prove that if 
n > 5, and the assertion is true for n — 1, then it is also true for n which completes 
the proof. □
The Induction Step
In the rest of this section, we assume n > 5, f(k) = n, and Theorem 3.3.2 is true 
for n — 1. For simplicity of the notation, we let r  =  3.2n-4.
Lemma 3.3.1 Ifu  6  .4(3, ko), then {2it, 2u + 1} C A(3,2ko) n  A(3,2ko + 1).
Proof. By Theorem 2.3.1, 2u € A(3,2A*j). Also by Lemma 1 .1 .1 , we have 
i t— 1 € A(2, ko), so by Theorem 2.3.2, 2u  €  A(3,2 k o + l) . By Theorem 2.3.2, 2u-r2 € 
A(4,2koJr 1). Now, by Lemma 1.1.1, we have 2 u + l  € A(3,2Afo)nA(3,2Afo-i-l). □
Corollary 3.3.1 {2n -f- i|r  <  i < k} C A(3, k).
Proof. Let ko =  [Ac/2], By Lemma 3.3.1, {2n +  i |r  <  i  <  2ko — 1} C A(3,2ko) H 
A(3,2ko + 1). If k  =  2ko +  1, then 2n •+• 2ko — 1 €  A(3,2ko) fl A(3,2ko +  1), so by 
Lemma 2.1.2, 2n ■+• 2ko 6  flA(3,2ko +  1). □
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Lemma 3.3.2 I f u 6 A(3, k), then {t/|v =  u (mod 2n) & v > «} C A(3, k).
Proof. Let v\ = 2n + r, vj =  u, s = r and a =  k — 1 — s. Then, by the induction 
hypothesis v\ e  n^=a+1A(3,i) and Vi — I € A (3 ,s f  1 - 1) tot I <1 < s  — 3 (notice 
that f( s  t  1 -  /) <  f(s)  =  n — 2 ). By Theorem 2.2.1 with b = d =  0, we will have 
u -f 2n 6  A(3, A:). Now, the assertion follows by induction. □
Lemma 3.3.3 I f k > 2n~x -i- r, thea C(k) C A(3, k ).
Proof. Let 3 < i < r and v =  2n + i. Let m =  /(u  — k). Then m < /(r)  = n — 2 
which implies t; >  2m +  3.2m_4. On the other hand v = i (mod 2 /(v-fc)) and 
3 < i < v — k, so (v ,v~ k , t) is feasible. Therefore, v E A(3, v — k) and consequently 
t; E A(3, A:). □
Lemma 3.3.4 If k > 2n_l + r, then 2n+l - h ie  A(3, k) for 3 < i < r.
Proof. The assertion is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. □
Lemma 3.3.5 I fk <  2n“ l -f 2n“ 3 + 3, then {2n+l + 1 |3  < i < r} c  A(3, A:).
Proof. Let i e { 3 , . . . , r  — 1}, t = 3, vx = 2 n  +  r ,  =  2 n  +  r  +  i, a =  A:—2 n " 1, b =  
2 n —3 - i -2 ,  c — d — t — 3  a n d  s = k —I — a — 6  =  c  +  d - i - t  =  2 r  — 3 .
For 2n_1  = k — a < j < k ,  we have r < j ,  so (vi,/, 3) is feasible. Clearly, 
/( j)  < /(A:) = n, so Vi ^  C(j) which implies v\ € A(3,j). A similar argument 
shows that 1/2 € fly_fc_6A(3, j).
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Let 1 < I < c. Then k — a — I < 2n~l — I, so f{ k  — a — I) < n. Now, we
have Vi — I = i—  I (mod and r — I < 2n“l — I =  k — a — I. Clearly,
Vi —l>  2 Ak- a~0 -rii so uj —IqL C{k — a —I) which implies Vi — / 6  A(3, k — a — l).
A similar argument shows that v2 — l €  A(3, k — b — I) for 1 <  I < c.
Now, the assertion follows by Theorem 2.2.1. □
Lemma 3.3.6 {2 n+l + z|3 < i < r} c  A(3, k).
Proof. If either k  < 2n_l -r 2n - 3  -r 2 or 2n_l -f r  <  fc, then the assertion is proved 
in Lemmas 3.3.4 and 3.3.5.
Let 2n~l + 2n ~ 3 -r 2  < k < 2n~l + r, and 1 <  i <  2n"3. Clearly, we have 
i < 2 n -f-i — k. and 2n -ri — k < 2 n~l which implies (2n — z, 2n -i- z — fc. 3 ) is feasible, 
and 2n -f i C(2n -h i — k). Therefore, 2n r  i 6  A(3,2n + i -  fc) which implies
2 " f  i e  A(3,A:). Now, by Lemma 3.3.2,
{2n+l + z|3 < i <  2n~3} C A(3, Ik).
By Lemma 3.3.5, we have
2»-l_2n ~3
2n+l -t- 3 €  f |  -4(3, J).
y_2n-I
and then by Lemma 2.1.2, we have
{2n+1 -f i|2n~ 3 -r 3 < z < r> C A(3, Ik),
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which completes the proof. □
Corollary 3.3.2 I fv  s  3 ,... k -  1 (mod 2n) and v £  C(k), then v 6  A(3, k). 
Proof. The assertion follows by Corollary 3.3.1 and Lemmas 3.3.2 and 3.3.6. □ 
Lemma 3.3.7 I f  v € B(3, k) \  C(k), then v € A(3, k).
Proof. In view of Lemmas 3.1.3, 3.3.2 and Corollary 3.3.2 we only need to 
consider the case v < 2n. But in this case (v,v — fc,3) is also feasible, and clearly 
v —k < 2n_I, so m =  f ( v —k) < n. Ifv 6  C(v—k), thenm = n —1, andv—k > 2n~2 
which implies v > k -f- 2n " 2 > 2m + 3.2m~4- a contradiction. So v £ C(v — k). Then 
v € A(3, v — k) and consequently v 6  A(3, k).  □
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Chapter 4 The Case k =  t  +  1
4.1 Teirlinck’s Construction
As we discussed in Chapter 1, S(X;t,k,v) designs are equivalent to the nonnegative 
integer solutions of the following nonhomogeneous system of linear equations
M v ) F  = AI, (4.1)
in which 1  is the all one vector, and <ptk(v) is the incidence matrix of t-subsets and 
fc-subsets of a v-set X , in which incidence is defined by inclusion. Unfortunately, 
the size of <ptk{v) grows very rapidly, which makes it impossible to check all different 
possibilities for solutions of this system. Therefore, one may try to find a way to 
shrink this matrix. One possible way to do so, is to define an equivalence relationship 
on the subsets of X  which preserves the size of a subset (i.e. all members of an 
equivalence class have the same cardinality), and is consistent with the inclusion. 
More precisely, if T  — T  and K are two equivalence classes of t-subsets and k- 
subsets, respectively, then n(T ; AC) (the number of blocks in AC which contain T) 
only depends on the equivalence class T  (not the particular representative). Then, 
we can define a matrix 4>tk(v) whose rows and columns are indexed by the equivalence 
classes of t-subsets and fc-subsets, respectively, and the entry at row T  and column
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1C is n{T; 1C) in which T  is any representative of T . Now, a solution of
4>tk(v)9 =  AI (4.2)
is equivalent to a S (\;t,k ,v )  whose block set is a union of equivalence classes. 
One common way to find such an equivalence relationship is the group action. If 
G is a finite group which acts on X , then this action can be naturally extended 
to the P(X), and then two subsets of X  are equivalent if and only if they are in 
the same orbit. Any solution of 4.2 will provide a S(X;t, k, v) design with G as 
an automorphism group. This idea has been successfully used by many different 
authors to produce t-designs with a given automorphism group. Notice that this 
method can reduce the size of the original system of equations at most by a factor 
of |G|, and for a given group G there is no guarantee that a S(A; t, k, v) design with 
G as an automorphism group exists(In fact, there are many t-designs with trivial 
automorphism group.), and so for large values of v this method is not practical. 
Therefore, it comes necessary to find another equivalence relationship which enables 
us to approach the existence problem recursively. For this, we need to take an extra 
look at the necessary conditions, hi the rest of this chapter, we restrict ourselves to 
the case k = t -f 1. Then, the necessary conditions can be rewritten in the form
A(£, t -i-1, v) =  gcd (l.c.m.{l,. . . ,  t -f 1}, v — t) | A.
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Therefore, to make sure that at any step of our constructions the necessary condi­
tions are satisfied, we may take v  =  t -r uw, in which l.c.m{l,. . . ,  t 1} divides u 
and w is a nonnegative integer. Then, a natural candidate for a v-set would be
X  =  {ooi,. . . ,  oot} U / tt x  Iw.
These representations of X  and v  immediately suggest that t  elements of X , namely 
coj’s, must be treated differently from the others. For 1 <  i  < u, let V* =  {i} x Iw, 
and let Y  =  {Y\ . . . ,  Yu}. Now, for a subset B  of X  we may define
Supp{B) = {Yi | Vi n  B ?  0}.
Then two subsets B  and C  of X  are said to be equivalent if and only if (i) they have 
the same cardinality, and (ii) Supp(B) =  Supp(C). We show that this equivalence 
relationship is consistent with the inclusion. Let T  6  Pt(X), B  € Pt+i(X), T  C B, 
and w > t -i-1. We denote by B  the equivalence class of B. Now, either Supp(B) = 
supp(T) or \Supp(B) \  supp(T)\ = 1 . In the first case, we have
n(T;B)=w\Supp(B)\,
while in the second case
n(T;B) =w(\Supp(B) \ + 1).
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Therefore, our equivalence relationship is consistent with the inclusion of t-subsets
in ( t~  l)-subsets, and we may define Since for this equivalence relationship
each entry of Ptk(y) is divisible by w, we replace it by
and then solutions of
Mt(u)g =  AI (4.3)
are equivalent to the S(Xw; t, t-F1, uw+t) designs whose block set can be partitioned 
into equivalence classes.
Before we proceed any further, we would like to take a further look at the Mt(u) 
and equation 4.3, so we can describe them from an abstract point of view. Let B 
be a m-subset of X, then max{0 ,m  — i} <  \Supp(B)\ < m. Therefore, equivalence 
classes of t-subsets and (t -F l)-subsets can be identified with Po,t(Y) and 
respectively. Then, for T  6  Po,iOO> B  € Piit+i(Y), we have
Mt(u)(T,B) =
|T| if T  = B,
1 if T  c  B & \B \  T\ = 1 ,
0  otherwise.
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If g is a rational solution of 4.3, then for S  6  Po,t(Y) we have
60
\S\g(S) + Y i  9(S U {*}) =  £  g(S U {*} =  A. 
xer\s x&r
Let Z = {ooi,. . . ,  oot} and V  =  Y  U Z. If g(S) is a nonnegative integer for all 
S 6  Pqj(Y), then we can define a collection /  of (t -h I)-subsets of V  by
f{ B )= g { B \Z ) .
It is easy to see that /  is actually a S{A; t, t-h 1, u-j-t) design which has the symmetric 
group on Z  as an automorphism group. Conversely, any design with this property 
is equivalent to a solution of system 4.3. Such designs are very important for our 
discussion, so we would like to give them a name.
Definition 4.1.1 Let D = (X ,B ) be a S(X; t, k, v) and Z  C X . D is called Z- 
trivial i f  it has the symmetric group on Z  as an automorphism group. D is called 
r-trivial i f  it is Z-trivial for some Z  6  Pr(X). Similarly, a LS(X;t,k,v), say F  = 
{Di = (A”, Bi)\l < i < n}, is called Z-trivial if each Di is Z-trivial, and it is called 
r-trivial i f  it is Z-trivial for some Z € Pr(AT).
At this moment, it may look like that we have reduced the problem of the 
existence of t-designs to the more difficult problem of the existence of f-designs with 
a prescribed automorphism group. We will see shortly that this is not the case, but 
even if we can’t go any further, we have found the following recursive construction.
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Theorem 4.1.1 I f a. t-trivial (large set of) S(X; t, t - f l , u -r t) exists, then a (large
set of) S(wA; t ,t+ l,u w  +1) exists for all w > 1 . □
In the rest of this section we deal with the rational solutions of 4.3. Therefore, 
it comes necessary to describe such solutions in term of designs. Let g i,. . . ,  gm be 
nonnegative rational solutions of 4.3 such that </,- =  1 . Then we can choose a 
such that ay* is an integer vector for all i. Then agx, . . . ,  agn are integer vectors and
Mt(U).(agi) =  aAl.
We define n collections Bx, . . . ,B n of elements of Pt+x(X) as follows: £?, include 
the equivalence class of a block B  exactly agi(Supp(B)) times. Then, each Bi is a 
S(aX; M r l ,  v )  design and Bi =  aPt+x(X).
Definition 4.1.2 A A-factorization of mTS(t, t + 1 , v) on a v-set X , which is de­
noted by FS(X, t, m, v), is a collection F  =  {Di =  (X , 0t)|l < * <  n =  m(v — t)/X} 
such that ££=i Bi = mPt+i(X) and each Dt is a S(X, t, t + 1, v). I f  Z  C X, we call 
P  Z-trivial if Di is Z-trivial for all i. T  is called r-trivial 'f  it is Z-trivial for some 
z e P r(X).
Let S € Pitt+i(X). We can find an integer as such that asgi(S) is an integer for 
all i. Let
S = {B  e  PM (X) | Supp(B) = S}.
Suppose S  has a partition Vs into as t-wise equivalent subsets. Since ££=! asgi(S) =
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as , we can partition into n parts(some of them may be empty), say ^ i , . . . ,  Sn,
such that Si is union of asg^S) parts of V.  Then, for T  6  Pt+i(X), we have
n(T;l)i) =  gi{S)n(T]lf).
Therefore, in the definition of the Bi s we can replace agi(S)l§ with aSi- If we do 
this for all S  6  A.t+iOO, then the Bi s will be o-unifonn and disjoint. And we 
still have =  &Pt+i(X). Therefore, if we ignore all multiplicities, we obtain
a LS{\w ;t,t -f l,uw  t), namely F  =  < i < n}. In particular, if Vs is
^-trivial for all S, then all 5 ,’s and consequently F  are also Z-trivial. We state this 
result as a theorem.
Theorem 4.1.2 Let {gx, . . . ,  gn} be a t-trivial FS(A; t, a, u +  t). Assume, for S  E 
P\,t-r\{Y), there exists an integer b§ such that b$ divides gi(S) for all i, and the equiv­
alence class S  has a (t-trivial) partition into as = a/bs t-wise equivalent subsets. 
Then a (t-trivial) LS{aX; t, t -F 1 , au -F1) exists. □
Remark 4.1.1 Let S, S' € Pltt+x(X) and |5| = |S'|. Then, 5  has a (Z-trivial) 
partition into I mutually t-wise equivalent subsets if and only i f  IF has a (Z-trivial) 
partition into I mutually t-wise equivalent subsets.
Now, it is time to take another look at the equivalence classes, so we can find w 
such that a given equivalence class has a (t-trivial) partition into I mutually t-wise 
equivalent subsets. Let B € Pt+i(X), C  =  Supp(B) e  PXit+x(¥), and let C be the
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equivalence class of B. Then
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C = { D e  Pt+i{X) | Supp(D) = Supp(B) = C}.
If C = {Vf}, then C =  Pt+i(Yt U Z\). Hence, C is (I, t)-partitionable if and only if a 
LS(w /l;t,t-f-1 , iir-f-1) exists.
Lemma 4.1.1 Let \C\ =  m > 1 , and let
V  =  {(xt, . . . , xm)|xi + . . .  + xm =  t + 1 - m & xt > 0 }.
Thea C has a partition { rs |5  € V} in which /s of form n ^ i ( “^ * ) .
Proof. Let (xt . . . ,  xm) 6  P , and define
E, =  {oo,! ££!(*! +  I) < j  < S =1(i, + 1)},
I ' f u  - .lm ) =  I I f e l P R + l(V : U  £ ,)■
Clearly, r(Xli„.iimj is of the desired form.
Let Si =  (xi,. . . ,  xm) and S2 =  (3/1, . . . ,  ym) be two distinct elements of P. Then, 
we can find j  such that xt =  y, for i  < j, and Xy ^  y, . Without loss of generality,
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we may assume Xj < y Let
p = E U *  + 1 ) - 1 .
9 =  Et=l(2i + 1) - 1.
Vi = (l4.iK<)U{eo,|l<iSp},
V2 =  (l4 = i ^ ) U { o o , | l < ( < 9>.
If D 6  rVu then |jDflVi| =  p+ 1 andoop+i & D, so \DCiV2\ < p-Fl-Fy,- — Xj =  g-r 1, 
while for E  €  F52, we have |Z?fl V£| =  9 -r 1. Therefore and are disjoint.
Let E  EC  and 1 <  i < m, then there easts a unique 1 <  j  =  f(i) < t  such that
|E f l  [{ooi|Z  <  j } U  (U |= l V/)] I =  j  &  co y  ^  E.
Let /(0) =  0, and z* =  f ( i ) —/( i -1 )—1, then £ £ 1  =  t-f 2—m, and E  6
which completes the proof. □
Example 4.1.1 Let t = 4 and C =  {VI, V3}. Then we have
r (2,0,0) = A ( V i  U {001,002}) * Pi (Y2) * P i( V 3),
F  (0,2,0) =  A  (V i) * A (V 2  U  { 0 0 2 ,0 0 3 } )  *  P i ( V 3), 
r (0,0,2) =  P i  (V i) * P l(V 2 ) * P3(V 3 U  { 0 0 3 , OO4}),
^1,1,0) =  P2(Xl U {0O1}) * A  (A  Li {003}) * Pi (Y3),
r a ,o,D =  p2(Yl u  {o o i»  * px{Y2) * p2(y3 u  {oo4» ,
r« ) , i , i )  =  P i ( V i)  * P2 (Y2 U { o o 2»  * P2 (Y3 U  { 0 0 4 } ) .
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Lemma 4.1.2 Let \C\ =  m. IfaLS(w /l;t-Jr l  — m ,t - + - 2 — m ,w Jr t - i - 1 —  m) exists,
then C is (I, t)-partitionable.
Proof. The assertion follows by Lemmas 2.1.1 and 4.1.1 (notice that by Lemma 
1.1.1, a LS(w /l;i,i -4- l,u/ + 1) exists for 1 <  i < t+  1 — m). □
Corollary 4.1.1 If a LS(w/l] t , t+ l ,w  + t) exists, then all equivalence classes are 
(I, t)-partitionable. □
Theorem 4.1.3 Ifa L S (w /n ;t,t+ l,w  + t) exists, then a LS(uw /n;t,tJr l,u w Jrt) 
exists for all u >1.
Proof. Let p,(S) =  1/n  for S  6  Pitti.i(Y) and 1 < i < n. Then Mt(tx)pf- = u/n  
for 1 < i < n and S ^ p ,-  = 1. Now, the assertion follows by Corollary 4.1.1 and 
Theorem 4.1.2. □
Lemma 4.1.3 Let \C\ =  m. I fa ( t+ l— m)-trivial LS(w /l;t-rl — m, t+ 2— m, u/+ 
t -r 1 — m) exists, then C has a Z-trivial partition into I mutually t-wise equivalent 
subsets.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may take C = . . . ,  Ym}. By assump­
tion for 1 < i < m Pi,t+2-m{Yi) has a partition {pa, • • •, pa} such that for A € 
Po,t+i-m(Vr), we have
l^i*y(A) +■ 5 2  u  {* ) )  =  w /*i for 1 ^  J n -
*€«\A
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Let B  € C. Then Bi = B  n Y i E Pi,t+2-m(Yi) for i < m. We form a partition
{Ci,. . . ,  Ci} of C as follows:
Given B EC, B  is included in Cp if and only if there exist x \ , . . . ,  xm 6  Ii such 
that gixi{B) ^  0 and =  P in /j. Clearly, Cp’s form a ^-trivial partition of
C. We show that Cp’s are t-wise equivalent. Let T  € Pt{X), n(T;C) ^  0, and let 
T{ =  T  fl Yi. If Ti ^  0, we choose y, such that Tt € We consider two different 
cases:
Case fiy): Supp(T) =  C, i.e. all TVs are nonempty. Let r  =  Now,
»CT;£W =  £  £  » ^ ( r u { > ) )  =  £ > / i  =  mw/f =  n ( r ;C)/(.
i=i rer. J=1
Case fity): Supp{T) = C \  {V}}, for some 1 < j  < m. Let r  =  Tli&Vi- Then
n (T;Cp) = Y  9j(p~r+yj)({^}) = w /l= n(T ;C )/l. □
Theorem 4.1.2 and Lemma 4.1.3 provide a recursive method to construct large 
sets of t-designs. Clearly, in this recursive construction we need a large set of t- 
designs only if there is S  6  Pi(Y) such that as ^ 1. Let a,- = l.c.m{as|S E Pi{X)} 
for 1 < i < t -f- 1 . Then we need a large set of (t 4-1 — i)-designs only if a* ^  1. 
Therefore, A-factorizations with this property that a* = 1 are of particular interest.
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Definition 4.1.3 Let Q =  {<71, . . .  ,yn} be a D-tnvial FS(A, t, m, v) with \D\ > t. 
Q is called r-regular i f  every block which intersects D in more than r points appears 
in exactly one o fB j’s (with multiplicity m).
Theorem 4.1.4 Let t, A and u be positive integers such that l.c.m.{l, . . .  , t  -f- 
1}| A| u, and let a = l.c.m.{Q)|i =  0, Then a (t — I)-regular t-trivial
F5'(aA, t, a. u +  t) exists.
Proof. Let 1 < I <  t + 1 and C  =  {xi,. . .  ,x/} € Pi(Iu)- For 1 <  j  < u fA, we 
denote by gt(C) the number of solutions of the following system of equations:
Let fi(S) = a g i ( S ) / for 1 < i < u/X. We claim that / t-’s form a FS{aA, t, a, u-f- 
t).
Let 0  < I <  t and S  =  {*i,. . . ,* 1} € Pi{Iu). Given, nonnegative integers
has exactly A solutions x  €  /«. We need to know how many of these solutions are
( = t+  1, dj s are positive integers, Ey=i u.jXj 6  {(i — 1)A -r 1 , . . . ,  iA} in /«.
a i , . . . ,  ai such that £y=i aj < t + 1 , the equation
a-jXj + (t -f- 1 -  53 ai)x  € {(* -  1)A + 1 ,... ,  iA} in /„
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in S. Let x  be a solution. Then x  =  xm 6  S  if and only if
i
^2  bjXj 6  {(i — 1 )A 4-1 , . . . ,  iA} in /„ (4.4)
j=i
in which bj =  ay for j  ^  m  and bm =  dm + aj+i. There are exactly g»(5) solution
for 4.4 and for each of them we can form a,’s in exactly (t 4- 1 — f) different ways.
Therefore
£ > ( S  U {*» t ( tH - i)S i(S )  - * Q ,
and consequently
|S |/ i (S )  - r E I « s / i ( S U { i}  =  <rift(S)/(,il) - a £ I<sSi(SU{ !} / ( ; )
= a(Si(5 U {*}) + (t + 1 -  l)9i(S))/(!) = aA. □
Theorem 4.1.5 Let A(0) = 1 and define A(i) ’s, 1 < i ,  recursively by
A(t) = i.cjn.{l,. . . ,  t +- l} f .c .m .{ |1  < j  < £}A(i — 1).
Then the necessary conditions for the existence of a LS(\; t, i-f 1 , v) are also sufficient 
whenever A(t) divides A.
Proof. The assertion follows by induction on t and applying Lemma 4.1.1 and 
Theorems 4.1.2 and 4.1.4. □
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4.2 ( t  4- 1)-Trivial Designs
In this section, we follow Teirlinck’s approach, to find some new large sets of t-designs 
(for all t), some of which have order smaller than those which were constructed in 
Theorem 4.1.5. The main idea is to work with (t -r l)-trivial large sets of t-designs 
which enables us to replace (t — Irregularity (in Teirlinck’s construction) by a much 
stronger condition of 1-regularity.
Remark 4.2.1 Let V  =  {A  =  (X,#t)|l <  i < n} be a Z-trivial LS(A, 1, v) 
with Z  E Pt+i(X). Let X i =  X  \  Y. For I < i < n , we can define a collection gi 
of elements of Po.t-j-iCX'i) as follows: gt contain C  E Po,t-ri(Xi) if and only if  there is 
B e  Bi such that B \ Z  =  C. Since Di’s are Z-trivial, g ,’s are well defined and then 
it is easy to see that 9i — 1» and for S  E Po,*-ri(A'i), we have
(\S\ + l)9i(S) + £  9 i (S U { x } )= \.  (4.5)
*eXi\s
Let v = uw -f-1, Z\ =  {ooi,. . . ,  oot}, X  = /u x lw U Z\, =  /« \  {0}, ooo =
(0,0) E X, Z  = Zi U {oo0} and X i = X  \  Z. For B  E Pt+i(X) we define
supp(B) =  {i E /*|({i} x I w) r \ B ^  0},
so supp(P) 6  Po,i+i(/*). Two subsets of X  are called equivalent if they are of the 
same cardinality and they have the same support. For C E Po,m-i(/£) we define
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r(C) =  {B  6  Pt+l(X)|supp(J9) =  C}, so r(C) is the equivalence class of B . It
is easy to see that if i)(u) is the t-set inclusion matrix <f>t(t+i){v) modulo this
equivalence relationship and Nt(v — t — 1) = ^0t(i+i)(t;), then g is a solution of
Nt(v — t — l)g = XI (4.6)
if and only if g satisfies 4.5. Then, utilizing a similar argument one can prove the 
following analogue of Theorem 4.1.2.
Theorem 4.2.1 Let {g i,..., gn} be a (t -i- l)-triviai FS(X; t, a, u -f t). Assume, for 
S € P0,t-i(K) , there exists an integer bs such that bs divides gi(S) for all i, and 
the equivalence class T{S) has a ((t -f- l)-trivial) partition into as =  a/bs t-wise 
equivalent subsets. Then a ((t +-1)-trivial) LS(aA; t, t -r 1, au + t) exists. □
Remark 4.2.2 Notice that the equivalence relationships defined here and in the 
last section are different, so Lemma 4.1.2 does not provide a partition ofT(C) into 
t-wise equivalent subsets.
Lemma 4.2.1 I f \C\ = t, then T(C7) has a Z-trivial partition {r,(C)|l < i < w/5} 
into t-wise equivalent subsets in which 6 =  2  if  w is even and 6= 1  otherwise.
Proof. Let C = { x i,...,x t}. Let {Fi\l 6  6IW} be a d-factorization of on 
4, U {oo} such that {{oo, I + £}|i =  0 ,.. . ,  6 — 1} 6  Fj for I 6  6fw. Now, for I € 6IW 
let T/(C) be the set of all blocks of form {(xi, y i),. . . ,  (xt, yt), z} such that y/s are 
in Iw, and one of the followings holds (i) z = oot-, and y% € {1,1 + 5 - 1}, (ii)
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z =  (xi, U) and y3 +  m  6  {I, I +  6 - 1} in which m  € 6IW and {yt, tt} € Fm, (iii) 
z = (0 , yo), yo € Iw, and £<=o 1ft €{1,1 + 6 — 1}. It is easy to check that r ,  (C)’s are 
T-trivial and t-wise equivalent. □
Theorem 4.2.2 Let a = w/6 in which 6 = 2 i f  w is even and 6 = 1  otherwise. If 
a 1-regular (t -f l)-trivial FS(X, t,a ,u  +1) exists, then a (t -F l)-trivial LS(6X, t , t  + 
1, 6uw + t) also exists.
Proof. We adopt notation of Theorem 4.2.1. Let T  =  {(/UU Z\, B,) \i = 1, . . . ,  n} 
be a 1-regular Z-trivial FS(A, t,w ,u  + t). Let S  € Pq^x{I*). Since F  is 1-regular, 
we can take
By Theorem 4.2.1 and Lemma 4.2.1, we only need to prove that T(5) is (a, £)- 
partitionable whenever |C| =  t -f 1 (notice that in this case every block of T(C) is 
disjoint from Z, so every partition is Z-trivial.).
and the assertion follows by Lemma 2.1.1. □
Theorem 4.2.3 Let a, b and t be three nonnegative integers such that t < a < 6 . 
If a t-trivial LS(A, t — 1, t, u -+-1 — 1 ) and a FS(Xw, t,w ,u +1) exist, then a 1-regular 
a-trivial FS(Xwab, t, wa, ub 4-1) exists.
a otherwise.
1 if |S| < t,
r(C) = ns,lP i« )
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Proof. Let S  =  {ooi,. . . ,  oot}, X  = Iu x  Ib U S  and n = u/A. Let ooo be an
arbitrary element of i* and let I* = /tt \  {ooo}, Y  = {ooy|0  < j  < t — 1}, Vi e
Pa({c»o} x /&) and Ay =  /„ x {j} for j  6  Ib.
First, we use a FS(\w , t, w ,u+ t) to form t-wise equivalent collections ft (t € /n)
such that
E f t = £ U S).
*e/„ j'eA
Let T = Pt+i(X) \  Ut€/6Pt+i(At U S), and suppose we can partition F into t-wise 
equivalent subsets T i,. . . ,  Ta such that if B  6  T, (1 <  i < n) and \B n  Y\\ > 1, then 
r(B) € Tj for r  6  5(Ki). Let rj be any a-cycle in ■S'(Y'i), and define
W , =  £ ^ ( » r ,  +  f t ) ,  i e ln -  
J=l
Obviously % ’s are t-wise equivalent, therefore H  =  {(X, % ) |i 6  /n} is a FS(\wab, t, wa, uab-r 
t). We prove that it is Yi-trivial and 1-regular. Let B € Pt+i(X) and <r € S(Yi).
If \B fl Vi| = 1 , then B  and <r(B) have the same multiplicity in each Hi as the 
group generated by a is transitive on Yi. If \B fl Y\| > I, then B  € T, so there 
exists a unique j  € In such that B  € Ty, and by our assumptions on r , ’s  t (B) € Ty 
for r  e  S(Yi). Therefore, if i ^  j, then neither B  nor C  =  (r(B) belongs to %, 
which implies B  and cr(B) appear with the same multiplicity aw in Hj.  Thus, H  is 
1-regular and Yi-trivial.
Now, we establish the existence of r t’s. If C C X, then we can write C =
Coo U (Uye^Cy x {j}) in which Cy C I* and C*, = C fl (5 U ( { ooq} x /&)). Let
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T  -  {(/* U Y,Fi)\i 6  /*} be a K-triviai LS(A, t  — 1, t, u + t — 1). Let C  € P0,t(/*),
and C be a (t — |C|)-subset of Y, then there exists a unique j  € /n (independent of
C ) such that C  U C  6  Tj. We denote j  by /(C ). Let
ry«{B€r| £/(*) = /}, ie/».
Clearly, (Tj |j e  /R} is a partition of I\ Let T  6  Pt(AT) \  {5}, and
Ar =
It \  {/} if T  e  Pt(Aj U S ) for some j  6  h, 
Ib otherwise.
Clearly n(T, T) = w \At \, and T  U {(x, j)} 6  F for i  6  /* \  7} and j  € At - Let 
m = JTj e/fc /(7t)> P  £ T and T C f l. If P  \  T € ({oo<j} x /&) U P, then P  £ r m. 
Therefore, for I € /n \  {0}, we have
n(T; Tm+/) =  ZsmAr l{* 6  K \  TS\T U {(as, j)}  € Tm+l}\
= EyeAr l(x e  K \  Tj\Tj U {x} 6  ff{Tj)+i}\
= E j€Ar A=|Ar|A = n (T ;r)/n ,
which implies n(T; Ty) =  n(T; T)/n  for j  e  /n. Finally, let P  € T, |P  fl VT[ > 1 and 
<j 6 S(Yi). Let C =  <t(P). Then \C fl Fi| = |P  n  Y\\ > 1, so C 6  T, and obviously 
Cy = Py for j  6  It+i- Therefore P, C 6  Tj in which I =  Eye/* /(P i) which completes 
the proof. □
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Now, we apply Theorems 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 to construct some infinite families of
large sets.
Theorem 4.2.4 Suppose a (£ 4- I)-trivial LS(X,t,t -f- l ,u  +  t) exists. I f  either 
w = u/X or w =  i.c.m.{ |1  =  0 ,.. . ,  t 4- 1} and Lcjn.{ 1 , . . . ,  t  4- 2 } divides u,
then a (£4-2)-£rivia2 LS(2abwX, £4-1, £4-2,2abuwJrtJr\) exists whenever b > a >  £4-1.
Proof. Applying Theorems 4.2.3 and 4.1.4 we can find a 1-regular (£ -f 2)-trivial 
FS (A aim, £ -fl, aw, abuw -f t + 1) (If w = u/X, then a trivial FS(u, £+l,tu,u-i-£-fl) 
exists). Now, the assertion follows by Theorem 4.2.2. □
Theorem 4.2.5 Let A(0) = 1, andX[m) = 2(ra-rl)(m-f-2)2.c.m{(,”) |i =  0 , . . . ,m}A(m— 
1) for m > 1. Then the necessary conditions for the existence of a LS(X, t, t ±  1, v) 
are also sufficient whenever X(£) divides A.
Proof. The result follows by induction on £ and applying Theorems 4.2.4 and
4.2.3. □
Theorem 4.2.6 Let m  and n be two positive integers, then fort >0 , a LS(m(2n)t{(t-r 
I)!}2, t, t + 1 , m2 tnt+l{(£ + l ) !} 2 -t- £) exists.
Proof. The result follows by induction on £ and applying Theorem 4.2.4. □
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4.3 Halving Complete Designs: A n Asym ptotic So­
lution
In this section, we apply Theorems 3.2 to obtain some results on the existence of large 
sets of size 2. For this, we will need the following theorem which is a restatement of 
Theorem 2.2.2.
Theorem 4.3.1 I f  a LS{Ai, t, t -f I, nAi -r t) and a LS(A2, t, t  -+-1, nA2 -f t) exist, 
then a LS((Xi -+- A2), t, t -f 1 , n(Ai -F A2) + 1) also oasts. □
Corollary 4.3.1 I f a LS{ Ai, t, t+ 1 , nAi-rt) and a LS{ A2, t, t-f 1 , nA2-f t) exist, then 
a LS(A, t, t -h I, nA +  t) also exists whenever gcd(Ai, A2) divides A and A > 2AiA2.
Proof. If gcd(Ai, A2) I A and A > 2AiA2, then we can write A = mAt + 1A2 for some 
nonnegative integers m and I. Now, the result follows by induction onra-f-l. □
Lemma 4.3.1 Let t, A and I be positive integers such that 2*~l < t + 1 < 2l and 
2/—1 [A. Then a FS((2u -r 1)A, t, 2u -h 1,2A +-1) exists for all sufficiently large u.
Proof. First notice that for m > I, the necessary conditions for the existence of a 
S(m \, t, t + 1,2A + 1) hold, so if m is sufficiently large odd integer, then by Lemma
1.3.4, a S(mX, t , t +  1 , 2A -r t) exists. Let (X, B) be a S(mX, t, t + 1 , 2A -f t) and let 
w be the maximum of the frequencies of the blocks of B. Let
Bl = B  + wPt+l(X) 
B2 = (w + m)Pt+ i(X) — B.
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Then it is straightforward to check that {(AT, Si), (X, S2)} is a FS((2w+m)X, t, 2w -r
m , 2X +  t ) .  □
Theorem 4.3.2 The necessary conditions for the existence of a LS((v — t)/2, t,t-r  
1, v) are also sufficient for v sufficiently large.
Proof. For t < 6 , the assertion is proved in Theorem 3.1.2. Now, it is easy to see 
that the necessary conditions can be rewritten in a compact form v — t  (mod 2 *) 
in which I is defined by 2/_1 < t - f - 1 < 2*. By Corollary 4.3.1 we only need to find 
Ai and A2 such that (i) gcd(Ai, A2) = 2l~l and (ii) a £S(Ai, t, t + l,2Ai + t) and a 
LS(A2, t, t -r 1 , 2A2 +-1) exist.
By Theorem 4.2.6 we can take Ai = 22t[(f-f-l)!]2. Let p be a prime number greater 
than t -i-1. Let wq =  1 . By Lemma 4.3.1, we can find odd numbers wi, .. . ,wt such 
that (i) Wj and (t+ 1)! are coprime, and (ii) a F5(2z_lIl^"i (p2̂ ,-); j, ws, 2lU.izl{p2wi) r̂ 
j) exists. Then, by Theorems 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, we can take A2 = 2/- ln |=l(p2u/t-) 
which proves the assertion. □
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